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PREFACE 
This repqrt has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of Task I of 
Contract NAS9-7281. This contract was written to provide for a Product Improvement 
Program (~IP) on the Marquardt R-4D Reaction Control System (RCS) Engine. The 
initial use for the R-4D rocket engine was to provide attitude control, docking, 
ullage and small delta vee maneuvers for the Apollo Service Module (SM) and Lunar 
Module (LM). Sixteen R-4D engines, in clusters of four, were mounted on each of 
these vehicles. 
This report summarizes the engine development from SM-LM program inception through 
Qualification and Post-Qualification testing. The report consists of fifteen 
chapters. Chapter 1 presents an overall summary of theR~4Dengine development 
program. The remaining fourteen chapters discuss in detail the various aspects 
with the following categories--Thermal Management, Space Ignitiori. Characteristics, 
Gas Pressurization Effects, Contamination Control, System Dynamic Effects, Struct-
ural Design, Material Selection, Propellant Valve Design, Injector Design, Thrust 
Chamber Design, Test Facilities and Instrumentation, Test Data Analysis, Flight 
Test Experience, and Reliability. 
This report has been divided into four volumes for ease of handling. 
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CHAPTER 1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Marquardt's R-4D rocket engine has been used on the Apollo Service Module 
and Lunar Module for attitude control and AV maneuvers. The engine was used as 
the ~V engine on the Lunar Orbiter and it is presently being qualified for use 
on other programs. The nominal thrust of the engine is IOO-pounds and the propel-
lants are nitrogen tetroxide and monomethy1hydrazine or Aerozine-50. The engine 
is fuel film-radiation cooled and has an extremely long life - projected to be in 
excess of 100 hours of burn time. Figure 1 is a picture of the engine. 
In this chapter, the development of the engine is discussed. Development 
of the engine started in February 1962. The engine was qualified in December of 
1965. 'The development of the engine can be divided into four main periods: 1) An 
early development period when different engine configurations were tried and the 
two major development problems were discovered. These were hot phase burning that 
burned through the combustors, and ignition overpressures that .broke combustors on 
start-up. A large part of the development effort was spent in solving these two 
problems~ 2) the second period was concerned with the fuel film cooled engine de-
velopment. By spraying fuel onto the chamber and by building an oxidizer valve 
standoff into the injector, the hot phase problem was solved. During this period 
the characteristics of the fuel cooled engine were optimized and the ignition over-
pressurization problem was being attacked; 3) The third period was devoted to the 
development of the preigniter that eliminated the ignition overpressurization, and 
4) during the fourth period, the er.gine was qualified and its operating character-
istics better defined. 
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II. EARLY DEVELOPMENT 
Initial go-ahead for the Apollo Program occurred the latter part of 
February, 1962. North American Aviation, Inc., Space and Information Systems 
Division (NAA/S&ID) now North American Roclcwell Corporation, Space Division 
placed a TWX order witil TMC to proceed with the design, development and production 
of the Service Module Reaction'Control System Rocket engines. This was later . 
superceded by letter contract M2H43X-4060l3 on 7 May 1962 and by f9rmal contract 
M4J7XA-406013 on 18 'February 1964. 
I 
, ,. 
The engine 'was to be a ioo pound thrust, radiation cooled rocket engine 
to be used as a pulse modulated, pressure fed, hypergolic bi-propellant engine. 
It was to',consist of an i'njector, head, a thrust chamber and two propellant 
control vaives. The hypergolic propellants were nitrogen tetroxide (N?Oh) as 
the oxidizer and a 50-50 blend of unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) and 
hydrazine (N2H4) as the f,uel (commonly known as A-50). ' 
Initial effort was expended in (1) defining a detailed engine procurement 
specification with NAA/S&~, (2) initial analysis phase to provide design criter-
ia for the first phase experimental engine hardware, and (3) initial program 
planning and preparation of test plans. 
The. initial program and schedule is presented in ~igure 2 and had the 
basic phases of: 
A. 
Experim~ntal Tests 
Prototype'. Design Tests 
Final Design Tests 
PreJ imina:cy Flight Rating Tests I 
Qualification Tests J 
~perim:::::l&R:~l::::::Ys::::nstrationliTests 
During the experi~ental phase, the ana sis, design and development 
test concepts 'VTere directed to;ward defining the pr'ototype design criteria for 
the complete engine including the required interface with NAA/S&ID. 
l ,I , '/ 
The prototype design phase incorporated and formalized the design 
criteria g?ined in the Experim~ntal phase into ~n engine design that was to be 
developed, tested and proven as\ the design, which with minor modification "lOuld 
be the configuration for the final design and ~ubsequent Flight Rating Testing 
and Qualification. Qualification was to be followed by Formal Reliability De-
monstration Testing (later dele~ed from the ~rogram). 
i / 
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During the latter part of April and early May, 1962, design criteria -~ had been established for the initial experimental hardware and development tests 
in support of the analysis were being conducted. Utilization was made of existing 
25 pound and 100 pound thrust engines from TMC IR&D and earlier development pro-
grams. 
The first 100 pound thrust sea level engine firing test was made on 
17 May 1962 in TMC's MJL Cell No.1. 
Figure 3 presents a schematic of the SMRCS engine during this initial 
phase. 
Initial injector concepts evolved around single doublets in an 
effort to maintain low dribble volume injectors and to minimize dribble volume 
effects on engine short pulse performance. 
During the summer and fall of 1962, design criteria vTaS being final-
ized toward the prototype configuration. Many injector configurations were 
tested and an eight-on-eight multiple doublet injector with oxidizer being injec-
ted from the inner holes and fuel from the outer holes was selected for the 
prototype configuration. 
The Experimental Phase was completed basically on schedule and the 
Prototype Design was released. This engine is shown in Figure 4 • 
. 
This prototype engine demonstrated good performance Isp's of 295 and 
297. However, its maximum performance, lip slightly over 310 seconds was not 
obtained at the desired olF setting of 2.0 but rather at approximately an olF 
of 1.9. Continued parallel analysis, design fabrication and test effort was ex-
pended toward increasing peak performance at an olF of 2.0 while environmental 
tests were being conducted on the prototype engines. In addition, attempts were 
being made'toward lowering operating and soakb~ck temperatures. 
The initial solenoid valve design had three COils, a pull-in coil, 
a holding coil and an emergency coil. 
The initial combustion chamber configuration was a one piece design 
of coated refractory material, molybdenum disilicide coated molybdenum,with an 
expansion ratio e~ual to 40. 
Development effort continued on all components of the engine. Flow-
turning process for the fabrication of the combustion chamber and exit bell and 
coating processes were being finalized. The solenoid prototype design vras final-
ized and is shown in Figure 5. Electrical heating and seat leakage tests were 
'conducted substantiating the selection of the configuration. Endurance testing 
of one million cycles was completed with zero leakage. 
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During September 1962, direction was received from NAA/S&ID to 
change the fuel from A-50 to monomethylhydrazine (MMH). The fuel was changed 
back to A-50 in November 1962 after damage to the plant which produced MMH. 
Comparison tests were run between the two fuels and,as can be seen on Figure 6, 
the difference between them was very small. 
In November 1962~ NAA/S&ID authorized TMC to design, develop and 
testa solenoid operated.propellant valve with only two COils, one for·normal 
operation and the second for emergency operation. The purpose of this valve 
was to accomplish a minimum impulse bit with the engine \ of 0.6 lb.sec. or less. 
Previously the minimum impulse had been 1.0 1b.sec. TM~ proceeded with the require-
ment and Figure 7 shows the resultant two coil design. \One coil, the automatic, 
is the normal operating coil and the second, manual, is ithe emergency coil. 
Extensive _sea level, minimum impulse testing was accomplished with the design 
demonstrating acceptable: minimum impulse bit of 0.4 + 0.2 lb.sec. when converted 
from sea level to space operation. 
Delivery of the first four (4) prototype sea level engines were made 
during 'the first week of\December 1962, and the first prototype altitude engine 
was delivered the first week in January, 1963. Figure 8 is a picture of this 
" 
engine. I 
Engine testing was being accomplished during this period and Figure 
9 shows an altitude engine, after it had accumulated 4,381 seconds of burn time 
during life tests. 
\ 
Prototype testihg was initiated early i~ 1963 and involved launch 
vibration and humidity testing. These tests are shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
, \ J 
Parallel development tests were continq'ed to better the performance 
at the design OIF of 2.0 and! to reduce operating temperatures. 'At an OIF of 
1.8 to 1.9, ~njector configurations were demonstrafing 295 to 300 seconds of 
impulse as sliown in Figure 12. Operating soakbac~ temperatures were running 
above design goals. t / 
The flowturn prod'~ss was se~ected as ,{he meth~d for fahrication of 
the combustion chambers and 'IMC purchased the FlOw Turn Machine shown in Figure • 
13. This machine shear spins; lthe chamber frari a! preform forging. Once shear 
formed, the 'chamber is then heat treated and ma~hined to final dimensions. Pre-
vious to :tfuis, the chambers were machined fran;full forgings. 
\ / 
\ ! 
The checkout of Ce~l 6 was essentially completed.in mid-March 1963 
and comparison tests with ATL Pad G were condhcted. Altitude pressures of less 
than 0.1 psia were achieved during steady state tests in Cell 6. 
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Testing was continued toward op~imizing an injector configuration 
that would demonstrate Isp performance of 300 seconds or greater at an olF of 
2.0 and an engine configuration that would run cool enough. Various injector 
to combustor seal configurations were tested in an attempt to increase the 
thermal resistance between the combustor and the injector head thus lowering 
.the operating and soakback temperatures. In most cases, those seals which did 
increase the thermal resistance did not provide good sealing of combustor gases. 
B. 'not Phase and Ignition Overpressures 
1 
The prototype configuration was changed to two coil valves and fuel 
cooled injector as shown ,in Figure 14. This engine has steady state Isp per-
formance of 297 seconds. ! In parallel, a 12 on 12 injector configuration vTaS , 
being tested which demonstrated good performance of 298 to 300 lsp and ~n OfF of 
2.0. Soakback temperatures were approximatelY 100°F lower than on the previous 
prototype design. 
Tests simulating relief pressure were conducted on the engine. A 
total of 218 seconds of bhrn time was accumulated at inlet pressures of 230 psia. 
Test run times ranged fro~ 3 to 30 second on -times. The engine endured more 
time than vTaS anticipated, at these conditions. The test· was terminated when 
the chamber burned through at the throat in the approximate location of a thermo-
couple due to the extremelY high temperature experienced. in this area (3100°F 
and possiblY higher). 
t A fuel cooled ihjector head engine with 'an 8 on 8 injector was 
tested in ATL, Pad G to determine soakback temperat~res. Soakback temperatures 
took twice as long to reach oxidizer vapor temperatures as with the previous non 
fuel cooled heads~ A EAA/S&ID mass (simulating the/Service Module mounting 
structure) was then put on the engine and tested. Soakback temperatures vTere 
extremely g00t taking those ~imes as long to reach oxidizer vapor temperature 
as the first fuel cooled hea1 run. 1 
The engine was tlien installed in Cell for pulse tests. On June 7, 
1963, during these tests, the' molybdenum cambusti n chamber shattered during 
the conduct of the fourth 5·s~cond steady state r~n. Excessive oxidizer valve 
seat leakage was noted during:post tests. The edgine was refurbished with a 
new cambustof and retested in:an attempt to duplicate the previous failure. 
Twenty three-second steady state runs were condJcted successfully. Ten pulses 
of 10 milliseconds on and 200 killiseconds off were then programmed. During 
the third pulse of this program, the combustiort chamber disintegrated. A post 
run examination of the injector head and~solenoid valves 'revealed no malfunctions 
and sh~Ted that everything was ifunctioning properlY. An investigation was init-
iated to determine the cause of the explosiorl. One of the first areas to be 
explored vTaS that of dribble volume. It was' felt that following a normal engine 
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,~ shutdown,the large fuel dribble volume (140% in the fuel cooled head) would 
slowlY exhaust into the combustion chamber and eventually into the facility it-
self. This fuel would be in a vapor state due to the low cell pressures. Hydra-
zine compounds in the vapor state have the attributes of a monopropellant. 
Therefore, it was theorized that when the engine was pulsed again, ·the hot com-
bustion products would ignite this vaporous hydrazine resulting in a detonation 
in the combustion chamber. 
To investigate this possibility, the engine was again rebuilt to 
the same fuel cooled head configuration except that a st~inless steel combustion 
chamber with a flush mounted pressure pickup for measuring chamber pressure was 
substituted for the molybdenum combustion chamber. The tests consisted of six 
3 second steady state runs and fourteen pulse series (5 pulses each, 10 to 100 
ms on, 20 to 200 ms off) for a total run time of 20 seconds with 76 starts. Al-
though the combustion chamber pressure pickup did not have response rates suffic-
ient to pick up the pressure traces to their absolute peak value, the data defin-
itely did show that a severe pressure spike was present at start-up with this 
large fuel dribble volume injector head configuration. Although the pressure 
appeared to peak out at around 300 psia on some of these traces, subsequent in-
vestigations indicated that the hydrazine vapor ignited explo~ively and the 
pressure transducer used was incapable of recording the actual pressures, which 
. ~ probably were at least an order of magnitude higher than ,recorded. An investi-
gation of recovered portions of the chambers demonstrated that the chambers had 
failed due to an evenly applied overpressure condition. These data demonstrated 
a positive correlation between the severe start-up spikes and the length of time 
between pulses. Figures 15 and 16 show the broken· combustors. 
Another series of pulse runs was conducted 1-7ith this engine to ex-
plore failure causation. For these runs, a clear plastic combustion chamber 
was installed and a high speed camera used to photograph the pulses. The pulses 
were 250 milliseconds on with' varying off times between pulses. The film showed 
that vapor did collect in the chamber between pulses and did ignite explosively. 
The program to conclusively demonstrate these failures was activelY pursued. 
However, there was now more than a reasonable certainty that the dribble volume' 
I associated with the fuel cooled head was probably the main contributary cause. 
I 
, . 
It was therefore decided mutuallY bet,'7een NAA/S&ID and TMC to halt 
all develo~~ent work on the fuel cooled head and investigate another approach 
that had shown promise in previous tests. A new 12 on 12 injector pattern engine 
was built-up which included 2 coil valves, dribble volumes of 65% fuel and 122% 
oxidizer, a stainless steel combustion chamber with a flush mounted Pc transducer, 
a wide flange ItKlI seal and no head to chamber bearing. While, the starting trans-
ient was still present, it did not appear to be of the magnitude of those with 
the fuel cooled head. 
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~. It should be noted that no attempt had been made to optimize the 
12 on 12 injector for minimum soakback temperatures during the tests reported, 
immediately above. However, preliminary analyses of the data indicate that 
this 12 on 12 injector appeared to have soakback characteristics commensurate 
with those of the fuel cooled head. This injector head design was optimized 
for soakback tests. The Prototype Development program was restarted on 8 July 
'1963. The configuration of this engine was a 12 on 12 injector with 71% dribble 
volume on the oxidizer and 73% dribble volume on the fuel side. Head to chamber 
bearing was an aluminum ring and the engine had prototype 2 coil valves. 
The Prototype Test Plan, Marquardt Test Plan (MTP 0001) consisted 
of the following appendices: 
Appendix A - Steady State and Pulse Tests, at Design Conditions 
Appendix B - Steady State and Pulse Tests at "Off Design" Conditions 
Appendix C - Calibration Tests 
Appendix D Mission Duty Cycle 
Appendix E - Low Temperature Tests and Thermal Shock Tests 
Appendix F - Life Tests 
Appendix G - Malfunction Tests 
Appendix I - Vibration, Transport Phase 
Appendix J - Vibration, Launch Phase 
Appendix K - Vibration, Space Phase in Low Temperature Environment 
Appendix L - Shock Tests, Transport Phase 
Appendix N - High Tem~crature Vacuum Tests 
Appendix 0 - Humidity Tests 
Appendix Q - Functional Tests 
Engine SiN 0004 experienced a combustion chamber burn through apparently 
due to localized high temperatures in the lowe'r combustion chamber and throat 
area in excess of the melting point of the molybdenum disilicide coating 
(Figure 17). siN 0005 engine was tested to the test matrix and accumulated a 
total of 4,613 seconds of burn time and approximately 20,500 starts. 
siN 0002 engine was tested and accumulated 592.8 seconds of burn 
time and 5,200 starts. It subsequently was subjected to launch vibration test-
ing. Detailed inspection following vibration testing showed no adverse affects., 
Prior to post calibration tests, it was discovered that the exit nozzle had a 
crack at the edge of the bell sect~n. Cause was attributed to mishandling. 
Engine SiN 0003 was subjected to additional prototype tests including heat 
transfer tests, portions of the Mission Duty Cycle and steady state and pulse 
tests at off design conditions. During 'a series of tests to investigate the 
phenomena associated with combustion of vaporous rather than liquid N20~., the 
chamber was subjected to an over temperature condition for an extended period 
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off time and burned through. The engine had accu~ulated a total of 874 seconds 
of burn time and 565 starts. 
sIN 0001 engine successfully accomplished a firing test after its 
temperature had been lowered to -50°F. This engine was ,then subjected to a 
series of tests which include vaporization of the N204 and this chamber also 
burned through due to extended over temperature conditions. The engine had 
-accumulated 110 seconds of burn time and 61 starts.' 
sIN 0006 and sIN 0007 engines were modified to include a design change in 
an attempt to alleviate the vaporized oxidizer hot starts. siN 0006 was sub-
jected to the tests and showed some improvement, however, the improvement was 
not completely satisfactory. siN 0007 was tested in ATL Pad G. Starts of 11, 
10 and 5 seconds were made. During a planned 5 second run, the thrust recorder 
indicated a slight rise in thrust, then a falloff. Investigation revealed that 
the combustion chamber had shattered. 
As a result of the above, all prototype testing was halted and com-
prehensive investigations conducted into the causes of the above burn throughs 
and chamber failures. Tests with plastic chambers, utilizing high speed photo-
graphy to study ignition processes were made as well as tests utilizing high 
speed oscillographs and oscilloscopes with special transducers to record pressure 
spikes. 
The oxidizer vaporization phase stemmed from the Mission Duty Cycle 
Maneuver No. 1 (LM Transportation and Docking) '''hich consisted of 10 seconds on, 
30 seconds off and 10 seconds on. This vaporization phase or High Heat Transfer 
phase as it became known, is a phenomenon which had been noticed vlhenever a I 
series of short steady state runs were made with short off times qetween runs., 
Under these conditions, it was noted that tIle combustion chamber wall temperature 
would exceed 3400°F for several seconds immediately following a1festart-up in 
a series of runs and would remain in this "white hot" condition for a period of 
several seconds before returning to normal wall operating temp,erature of approx-
imately 2800°F. See Figure 18 for a typical trace. It wasA~eorized that ,after 
several short runs, the injector head had heated up to a vaiue such that the 
oxidizer in the head and possibly even the solenoid valve,fhad vaporized and 
the elevated head temperatures continued to vaporize the oxidizer for a finite 
period of time. The resultant momentum of this vaporous oxidizer and the liquid 
fuel is such that the liquid fuel tends to flow down the core of the chamber 
leaving a vaporous reaction taking place at the chamber walls. This vaporous 
reaction is a more efficient combustion reaction than that of a propellant drop-
let reaction and thus generates a much higher heat release, overheating the 
chamber 'Halls. As soon as liquid oxidizer again flows through the injector, con.-
ditions return to normal and the chanfuer 'Hall cools down to its normal operating 
range. 
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A design review was conducted by NASA, NAA/S&ID and TMe on septem-
ber 9~ 10, 1963 covering these development problems. 
The Prototype Development Program was stopped while detailed in-
vestigations were conducted into the causes for and the solutions to the com-
bustion chamber burn throughs and fragmentations. The Prototype Development 
Program yas rescheduled to start on or before 18 November 1963. 
/- --
. ~ comprehensive test program on the cause for and cures of combustion 
chamber ~ragmentation was cond~cted. This program utilized a direct connect test 
setup (see Figure i9) to evaluate both ignition phenomenon utilizing high speed 
motion picture cameras with plastic combustion chambers cind combustion chamber 
ignition pressure spikes Jsing two high response pressur~ transducers. The out-
put of one transducer was:recorded on a high speed oscillograph and the other 
was recorded on an oscilloscope. A camera was used to record the oscilloscope 
trace. During the tests, " oxidizer and fuel leads were varied by means of an 
electrical delay system to the propellant solenoid valves. The leads were 
varied up to 20 milliseconds. Pressures obtained ranged up to 1100 psia and 
in general the two condit~ons which appear to contribute most to high ignition 
pressures were an oxidize.r, lead in to the combustion chamber and propellant 
.temperatures at ambient or'lower temperatures. One configuration change intro-
duced 'and tested at this time was a "thirteenth " doublet located at the geomet-
ric center of the injector face. The purpose of the thir~eenth doublet was an 
attempt to introduce propellants into the combustion chamber prior to the other 
doublets injecting and prov~ding for preignition in an attempt to reduce ignition 
pressures. Data indicated some improvement. 
\ j' 
Variations were ~ade to the configuration to increase isolation of 
the oxidizer section fruro the\ injector head in an attempt to reduce High Heat 
Transfer phase burning. A st~el isolation section b~tween the oxidizer solenoid 
valve and the ~njector head w~s one approach. Test~ indicated that the steel 
standoff was datisfactory exc¢pt in the case 1-Therelhe propellant temperatures 
approached 106°p. . '. t . 
, Controlled burst ~'ests were conducted ,ith sea level moly chambers 
vith 0.042 inch thick walls by\ installing the moly/chamber in a 
pressure vessel and pressurizi~g the outside of the chamber with water and the 
inside of thefchamber with nittogen. A burst diaphragm was installed on the 
yater side of the test setup. \Figure 20 present¢ a schematic of this test set-
up. Both pressures were then increased to the p'oint where the burst diaphragm 
:failed 1-Thich imposed a rapid prlessure decay on ;the outside of the chamber. Al-
though this test did not accurately simulate the actual effect of ignition 
pressure buildup on the combustion chamber, i~' did provide a controlled means 
of applying a rapid pressure transient on th~: combustion chamber. Pressure 
. decay rates o~ 1000 psi in 1.5 milliseconds were experienced during these tests, 
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compared to ignition pressure transients of approximately 0.3 milliseconds. 
The results of these burst tests indicated the, chamber failed between,1500 
and 2000 psia. 
C. X20560 Injectors 
A total of ten injector configurations were designed during this 
phase of the program. The various injectors designed and tested are described 
below, including a description of the configuration change, the test results of 
the configuration, and a sketch of the configuration. Figure 21 presents a 
tabular summary of, the injector configurations tested. figure 22 presents a 
.definition of terms used ~n the injector program. \ 
'.. I -~., 'c ,'Injector Configuration X20560-1 - This configuration incorporat~d 
a steel standoff section between the oxidizer solenoid valve and the injector 
head (Figure 23) supported by a phenolic adaptor. This standoff section was 
designed to reduce the maXimum heat soakback temperatures of the oxidizer valve 
to 150°F. lifo improvement in pressure peak levels as canpared to the X19900 
engine tests was achieved, The engine high heat transfer operating condition 
was improved in that the maximum temperature the combustion chamber wall reached 
was approximatelY 3200°F ahd this condition lasted .for only 5 seconds. 
I' • 
\ 
Injector Configuration X20560-501 - This configuration is the same 
as the -1 assemblY except that the standoff has an I.D. of 0.090" oxidizer 
(see Figure 24). This configuration was designed to .prevent expansion of the 
oxidizer to gas in the standoff section during engine operation at maximum 
heat soakback conditions. This configuration was intended to investigate heat 
transfer phenomena only. The 0.090" ,LD. flmT passage apparently aggravated 
the high heat transfer,~roblef· i ' 
, I' I 
Injector Configuration X20560-503 - In this configuration, aluminum 
tube liners w~re inserted in the oxidizer cross pasJages (Figure 25) in an 
attempt to insulate the oxidizer flow from the injeptor head temperature condi-
tions to prevent boiling of tljle oxidizer, a conditibn which contributes signifi-
cantlY to the high heat trans~er burning phase. ~ese aluminum tubes did not 
significantly improve the hig~heattransfer burning phase engine operating 
conditions an~ the configurati~n was dropped. /' 
/ jl 
Injector Configurat'ion X20560-505 - The diameter of the oxidizer 
cross feed fPassages "Tas reduced from 0.oh3 1i to 0;~031" in order to investigate 
the results of an analysis whidh showed that reduction of these passage diameters 
would be effective in preventing oxidizer boiling since the wetted areas of the 
oxidizer was reduced. Also, since it was desirable to have a 'fuel lead into 
the combustion chamber to alleviate the hard start condition, the injector insert 
was rotated 15° in the head so that one of th'e fuel holes was in line with the 
. fuel inlet passage. This fuel hole is then fed by a dynamic pressure, thus 
, I 
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~.. Old Prototype 
2. Standoff 
3. Oxidizer CrOBS 
Passages 
4. Dribble Volume 
5. 100% Dribble 
Volume 
6. p c Spike 
7. Downstream 
Oxidizer 
Restrictor 
S. Doublet 
9. 13th Doublet 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Design used in X19900 engine (12-on-J?) some of which 
have completed prototype testing, and incorporates 
the present steel standoff. 
The stainless steel adaptor which transports the oxidizer 
from the ox. solenoid valve to the injector head assembly 
and serves to isolate the oxidizer valve from the high 
head temperature conditions. 
Passages in the injector head assembly which transport 
the ox. discharge from the standoff to the injector holes. 
- Volume of the injector passages downstream of the solenoid 
valve poppet. 
- Volume necessary to contain the propellant weight flow for 
one 10 millisecond pulse at an OfF ratio of 2.0 and a 
total flow rate of 0.333 pps. 
Short duration, high level combustion chamber pressures 
obtained upon propellant ignition. 
- Fixed orifice restrictor located downstream of the oxidizer 
solenoid valve. 
One oxidizer hole aligned with one fuel hole such that the 
streams issuing from same impinge upon one another. 
- As impiled, one doublet over and above previous twelve, 
located in the c~nter of the irijector face, fuel and oxidizer 
fed by dynamic pressure. 
10. ReOriented Insert - Injector rotated ISO in the injector head assembly such that 
one of the fuel holes is aligned with the fuel inlet passage. 
The diameter of this fuel hole is 0.018", while the diameter 
of the other eleven is 0.024". The 0.018 fuel hole is fed. 
by a dynamic pressure, and sized such that it flows the same 
weight flow rate as the other eleven. 
U. Flat-faced 
Injector 
! . 
·12. Tapered Fuel 
Annulus 
.J. •. 
Ao implied - injector insert hao a flat face, i.e., no 
metal cut away around the ends of the orifices. Provides 
very ohort free stream travel to impingement. 
Fuel annulus that is cut around the injector insert with 
an eccentric machining operation, such that the annulus 
cross-sectional area tapers from a maximum on the fuel 
inlet side to a minimum on the opposite side. 
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greatly decreasing the time from fuel valve ,open to fuel entry into the com-
bustion chamber and creating a fuel lead. The fuel dribble volume was reduced 
fram 74% in the -1 and -503 configurations to 64% in this configuration by re-
ducing the cross sectional area of the fuel annulus in the injector'head. The 
0.031" oxidizer cross flow passaged reduced the oxidizer dribble volume to 67% 
(see Figure 26). 
~e engine· high heat transfer burning phase was of approximately 
the same duration and severity for the 0.031" oxidizer CJ;'oss flow passages as 
for the O.O!~31t pas~ages.· The r,eorientation of the fuel 110le provided some 
slight improvement in the level of the ignition pressure 'spikes, but was not 
of a sufficient magnitude ito be considered the solution t'o the problem. No 
effect on performance of ~he reduced dribble volumes was noted. 
Injector Configuration X20560-507 - This configuration incorporated 
a 0.0171" width !OD. oxidizer standoff flow passage and 0.031" oxidizer cross 
passages. A flat-faced 13th doublet was added in the center of the injector 
face (Figure 27). Since the flow paths from the propellant valves to this 13th 
doublet were much shorter hnd of much less volume than the flow passages to the 
other 12 doublets, the propellants fram this 13th doublet reached the combustion 
chamber in a much shorter time than from the other 12 doublets. Ignition of 
combustion at this doublet raises the chamber pressure, thus cutting down igni-
tion delay at the other doublets. This faster ignition reduces the unburned 
propellant accumulation in the combustion chamber and contributes significantly 
to lowering the ignition pressure peak levels. Recent engine testing with vary-
ing~ cell pressure levels indipated that no damaging ignition pressure peaks are 
encountered if the chamber pr~ssure is. above 4 psia. 'Hence, the desirability 
of starting a localized rea.ct~on which increases the ~chamber pressure prior to 
the advent of the bulk of propellants into the combu~tion Chamber. 
I. 1 
The 13th doublet made same improvement ibthe ignition pressure 
spike level. ~eat transfer tests were not conducted/with this configuration. 
Injector COnfiguralion X20560-509 - ThiJ configuration was the same 
as the -507 assembly above except that the OXidize/standoff had a 0.201" I.D. 
flow passage and a fixed restrfctor (Figure 28). The technical·reasons for in-
cluding the restrict or were the: I same as for the -515 assembly. Only igm tion 
pressure spike' data were obtain~d with this configuration. Since the prelimin-
ary examina~ion of the data ind~cated no improvement in ignition pressure spike 
levels over that of the -507 assembly, data analysis on this configuration was 
stopped. \ / . 
Injector Configuration X20560-5ll ~ This was the same general con-
figuration as the -505 assembly except that the injector face was flat to pro~ 
vide the minimum obtainable propellant free stream travel to impingement, and 
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the fuel dribble volume was reduced from 64 to 58% because of a tapered fuel 
annulus passage (Figure 29). Containment of the liquid streams closer to the 
impingement point prevents their expansion to. the gaseous state and the conse~ 
quent freezing of part of the oxidizer, ,the latter condition contributing to 
ignition delay. At the same time, liquid phase mixing is promoted which is 
essential to good ignition characteristics. The reoriented insert (one fuel 
hole in line with the fuel inlet) and the smaller fuel dribble volume ensure 
a fuel lead into the chamber. ' 
The ,ignition pressure spike characteristics were much better with 
th:l:s configuration. This is probably primarily due to the shorter free stream 
propellant travel of the flat face configuration, but may also be influenced 
to a degree by the smaller fuel dribble volume. High heat transfer burning 
phase operation was also reduced to an acceptable level. 
, Injector Configuration X20560-513 - This is the same configuration 
as the -501 assembly except that the oxidizer cross flow passages are 0.031'i 
diameter rather than 0.043" (Figure 30), in order to alleviate a second flow 
expansion area in the injector head and thus further inhibit the tendency of 
the oxidizer to gasify at high heat soakback conditions. . 
. Injector Configuration X20560-515 - This injector had the same con-
figuration as the -505 injector except that the standoff had an oxidizer flow 
passage I.D. of 0.201" rather than the 0.171" in the -505 assembly and incor-
porated a fixed area restrictor at the discharge end of the passage (Figure 31). 
As temperatures increase and pressures decrease, most of the N204 oxidizer tends 
to vaporize upon exiting frQ~ the valve into a relatively large cavity. Cal~u­
lations indicated that a fixed restrictor in the standoff would cause the oxid-
izer flow to choke at that point, thereby causing the pressure in/the standoff' 
passage to rise and thus preventing further vaporization of the/oxidizer in 
the standoff. In addition, this restrictor would tend to delay the arrival of 
the oxidizer into the combustion chamber by approximately one millisecond and 
thus further assure a fuel lead. This dowrlstream restrictor./'provided no signi-
ficant improvement in the ignition pressure spikes so no fUliher testing was 
conducted with this configuration. No heat transfer data yere taken with this 
configuration. 
Injector Configuration X20560-517 - The -517 injector vTaS identical 
to the -511 flat face, rotated insert configuration except for the substitution 
of the 0.201",I.D. oxidizer standoff, with downstream fixed restrictor. Fuel 
dribble volume was 58% and oxidizer dribble volume was 77% (See Figure 32). 
things: 
oxidizer 
into the 
As in the -515 configuration listed above, the 
(a) reduce or eliminate possible vaporization:, of 
standoff area, and (b) by rotation of the insert 
combustion chamber. 
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Test data indicated that the 'ignition pressure spike levels recorded 
for thi's engine were equivalent to those recorded for the -511 configuration. 
No high heat transfer data was obtained for this configuration. 
Injector Configuration X20560-5l9 
The -519, 12 on 12 configuration utilized the 0.171 standoff, and 
a fuel inlet passage-uiameter of 0.073 inches. It was a flat-faced injector 
with a normal orientation insert (fuel inlet between #l'and #12 doublets) and 
, I , 
utilized an eccentric fuel annulus. The fuel hole diameter was unchanged at 
0.024" but the oxidizer hole size was reduced from 0.03~ on previous injectors 
to 0.026"'~, The momentum :angle at an OIF = 2.0 was +5°. i The fuel dribble vol-
ume was 5,8% and the oxidizer dribble -y'olume ,was 80% (see Figure 33). ' 
A flat-face was utilized in the -519 configuration to provide good 
ignition characteristics~' The insert was installed in the normal orientation 
to provide uniform steady state wall heating. The eccentric fuel annulus was 
utilized to minimize the ruel dribble volume while'providing equal fuel hole 
flovTs. The oxidizer hole: size was reduced to test the effect of higher velocity 
oxidizer injection on ign1tion peak pressure levels and Dn steady state wall 
heating. The momentum angle of +5° at olF = 2.0 was to provide increased wall 
cooling which appeared necessary since previous high injection velOCity engines 
tended to have hot walls. . 
t 
testing. 
exceeded 
The -519 config~ration did not receive extensive high heat transfer 
Only one 4 second \run was made in Cell 6. , Chamber wall temperature 
3l00°F at this time'\ and the test was discontinued. 
, " 'f I.' J, 
Injector COnfigu~tion X20560-52l , I , 
~e -521 injecto~ was an 8 on 8 flat fa6e insert (normal orientation), 
Dox = .029, ~r = .029, Dimn ~ 700, M.A. = +16°, D.V. ox = 68.4%, D.V.~ = 67% 
and A = 0.171 oxidizer standqff. The chamber was ~ standard moly non-grit blasted 
chamber with a standard K-se~l with Rene' heat ba;rier spacer (see Figure 34). 
The -521 engine VT~S designed to verify previous performance results • 
with 8 on 8 injectors using tne same hole sizes and included stream angles but 
incorporating the new oXidize~\' valve IIstandoff" ,Concept to prevent high heat 
soakback temperatures to the oxidizer solenoid valve. All previous similar en-
gines had 'run cool but had not~been tested for high heat transfer burning oper-
ation. It was reasoned that t~e lovr engine te~peratures woul~ not bring the 
propellants to a temperature which would promote high heat transfer burning and 
a flat face was incorporated in the injector ,to aid the ignition process. 
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eliminated. 
as the moly 
DIp = 2 .. 0. 
below: 
l1igh heat transfer phase burning,was greatly improved but not 
The chamber wall temperature was extremely low (2000-22450 p) as well 
flange temperatures (1227-l430op) for 60 second steady state runs at 
Steady state lsp was 280 seconds for an o/p = 2.0. 
Other configurations of the -521 were tested. These are described 
The second configuration was the same as above but with a standard 
moly grit-blasted chamber and a ~V'ide "K" seal. This variation was conceived to 
increase thermal resistance bet'veen the chamber and head, thereby reducing heat 
transfer bac~ to the head an? eliminating high heat transfe~ phase burning. It 
was also designed to decrease chamber wall temperature. No 'detrimental high heat 
transfer burning was experienced at o/p = 2.0 at propellant temperatures from 
100-1ISop. The chamber wall temperature was extremely low (1990-22350 p) as well 
as the moly flange temperature (1447-l4890 F). The steady state lsp was 276 seconds 
for an OIF = 2.0. The pulse lsp was within specification requirements up to 50 ms 
pulse width's. 
\ 
The third configuration was the same as the first -521 but with a 
standard moly grit blasted ch'amber and a lucalox (ceramic) seal between the in-
jector head and the combustion chamber. This change was made to increase thermal 
resistance between the chamber and head, and therefore to el·iminate high heat 
trans.fer burning. It was also, run to evaluate the lucalox seal. The injector 
head temperature was approximately 500 F higher than previous tests as the lucalox 
seal did not conform to thermal-, resistance predictions. ' High heat transfer phase 
burning was experienced during ~xtended maneuver #1 because of higher head temp-
eratures caused by the lucalox seal. The chamber wall temperatures were low 
(1900-2100oF) as well as m.,ly· nl.ange temperatures (1l35PF) for 60 second steady 
state runs at OIF = 2.0. The stpadY state lsp was 280 iseconds for an OfF = 2.0 •. 
A ~ourth Configuraiion of the -521 injecJor was tested. This con-
figuration was tHe same as the first -521 except for a/ribbed moly sleeve with 
strain gages which replaced the ~tandard combustion c~amber. It was instrumented 
with 140 kc Kistler transducers. \. The tests were run dn this configuration to 
document ignition characteristics\ The maximum press6re recorded . (from strain 
gages) was 1720 psi This is an improvement of approximately 27 percent over the 
12 on 12 engine a't 2490 psi. 1\ 
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Injector Configuration X20560-523 
Free stream travel of the injected streams was minimized in this 
conf'iguration and the ~njector face was "vee" cut to inhibit fuel to oxidizer 
interpassage flow, resulting in the "knobby" face configuration. 
, The ~onfiguration used a normally oriented injector insert. An 
eccentric (tapered) fuel annulus was incorporated. The injector hole sizes 
and angles are the same as the -1. 
Short free stream length was used to capitalize on the, flat-faced (-511) 
type of injectors lower ignition peak pressures, while the incorporation ,of the 
"knobby" face deSign prevented interpassage flaw of the propellants. The 'eccen-
tric fuel annulus further reduced the fuel dribble volume to ensure a fuel lead 
into the chamber to further minimize ignition'pressure peaks. 
The normally oriented injector insert was designed to minimize 
, steady state wall temperature variations. 
The antiCipated steady state performance would have been identical 
to the -1 configuration because of the injection similarities. Consequently, 
no high heat transfer tests were performed on this configuration. Ignition 
peak pressure tests indicated peak ignition pressure levels comparable to those 
measured ,dth the -511 configuration. 
In,iector Configuration X20560-525 '/ 
1./ 
The -525, as did the -523 configuration,. incorporated the "knobby" 
face and minimum free stream length design., The Number 1 fue~ orifice of the 
injector insert was rotated 15° to line up with the fuel inl~':t'. The angle of 
the Number l' oxidizer hole was increaqed and its inlet loca,iion changed to 
provide it with a total pressure source. The fuel hole sizes were the same 
as for the -511 configuration. The Number 1 oxidizer hole diameter vTaS .0352 
inches and the other eleven were .0314 diameter. 
The knobby face, designed for minimum free stream length, prevented 
explosions' in the manifold due to propellant flow from one ho te to another • 
Rotation of the injector insert, and increased angle of ,the Number 1 oxidizer 
hole, were design changes to assure early propellant ar~ival at the Number 1 
doublet, thus raising chamber pressure prior to flow from the remainder of the 
doublets and thereby lowering the ignition peak pressu~.e. 
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Iri addition, the increased angle and total pressure source for the -~ Number 1 oxidizer hole were designed to counteract the high momentum of the 
Number 1 fuel stream providing a more uniform spray pattern than the similar 
-511 configuration. 
Ignition peak pressures measured on the -525 were comparable to 
those of the similar free stream to impingement length -511 configuration. 
The -525 injector insert face also was better than the -511 in that no deter-
ioration of the injector hole exits was noted. 
The configuration was subjected to a limited heat transfer test 
series in Cell 1 and showed only slight evidences of high heat transfer burning 
at olF = 2.0. 
Injector Configuration X20560-527 
The -527 injector configuration is identical to the -519 configura-
tion with the exceptions that the injection hole diameters are smaller, Dr= 
0.021 and Dox = 0.024, and the oxidizer cross passages are 0.043 instead of 
0.031. These diameters create a momentum angle of +3.8° at an olp = 2.0 with 
an oxidizer hole angle of 23° and a fuel hole angle of 35°. The fuel dribble 
volume is 57% and the oxidizer dribble volume is 80%. 
The fuel and oxidizer holes vTere made smaller in the -527 injector 
to promote better propellant mixing for "softer" engine ignition by providing 
higher stream velocities and to inhibit the high heat transfer burning that the 
propagated through boiling of the oxidizer by keeping the propellants at a higher 
pressure level in the injector. The oxidizer and fuel hole.diameters were 
changed to provide a +3.8" (outward) momentum angle to provide a reasonable 
chamber v18ll temperature since previous experi~nce with high velOCity streams 
indicated high wall temperatures. The injector insert was used in the normal 
orientation to provide a uniform wall temperature. . 
TYro heat transfer test series vTere attempted but in both cases the 
engine suffered combustion chamber bell breakage (flow turned chamber) which 
stopped the testing. In the limited amount of heat transfer data which was 
obtained, the engine indicated high heat transfer burning when fired at maximum 
soakback conditions and sh~Ted no tendency to step out of the condition. As 
with the other flat faced injectors, such as -511, the injector hole exits ~ 
exhibited erosion after approximately 627 seconds of burn time. Exit erosion 
appears to be worse on the smaller holes • 
No ignition peak pressure tests were run on this configuration. 
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Injector Configuration X20560~529 
The -529 injector was made. the same as the -511 configuration with 
the following exceptions: 
(a) ·A concentric fuel annulus providing 64% fuel dribble volume was 
used. 
(b) An insulat·ing air gap was left between the insert inner body and 
the insert main body. A small bleed hole wa9 drilled connecting 
the ai~ gap to the ~ombustion chamber. I 
\ 
(c). The f'uel 
" '. is 67%. 
dribble volume is 64% and the oxidiz):er dribble volume 
! , i 
The -529 configuration was made with a concentric fuel annulus be-
cause it provides more nearly equal flow out of the fuel holes. The "air gap" 
was provided between the bottom of the inner body, which contains the oxidizer 
cross passages, and the insert main body, to minimize the heat transfer to the 
oxidizer and prevent it f~an boiling in the cross passages, which appears to 
cause high heat transfer b·~ning. The small bleed hole was provided to the com-
bustion chamb~r to prevent~any gas formed from oxidizer "trapped in the air gap 
fran being forced into the10xidizer streams. A flat face was incorporated to 
minimize peak ignition pressures. 
Limited heat tra,nsfer tests were performed on the -'529 configuration 
in 'Cell 6. Combustion chamber "Tall temperatures from cold head starts were over 
3l00°F on two 60 second run attempts. On succeeding;runs "Tall temperatures were 
approximately 2700-3000°F. Tpe engine showed no improvement over the -511 con-
figuration during high.iieat t~ansfer burning. The combustion chamber was blister-
ed during the test series due: to excessive wall temp~ratures. 
IJjector COnfigUrltion X20560-53l ~ I 
The -5~1 engine wjs 0.5 inches longer ~han the other engines since 
it had straight" drilled oXidizer injection passages. The oxidizer passages 
were counterbo;ed 0.044 diamet~r but the oxidizer land fuel injection hole dia-
meters were tl].e same as the -l·,configuration. Th~ oxidizer hole angle was in-
creased from 23° to 31.5° which increase~ the mo~entum angle at an olF = 2.0 
from 0° to t5°. The fuel dribble volume was 58~. and the oxidizer dribble 
vo lume was' 80%. \ I 
. \ l 
Straight oxidizer p~ssages were used in the -531 configuration be-
cause it was reasoned that the turns in the o~idizer passages 'on the previous 
injectors were inducing,cavitation in the ox~dizer streams, causing bubbles to 
I / 
i I 
I , 
, 
j , 
\ 
\ 
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~OTIn which in turn caused two· phase (gas plus liquid) flow fran the injector, 
thereby propagating the llnstable combustion manifested in the high heat transfer 
burning phase. The oxidizer stream angle was changed from 23° to 31.5° to pro-
vide a +5° (outward) momentum angle to help cool the chamber wall with propellant 
spray. The injector had the flat face for good ignition characteristics. 
The -531 configuration showed no significant improvement in high 
heat transfer burning. Steady state wall temperatures were approximately 2800°F 
on the only long steady state run perf o TIne d on the engine. Tests were stopped 
because the combustion chamber had started to melt during an 8 second run follow-
in~ a 60 second'soakback run. 
Injector Configuration X20560-533 
The -533 configuration was the same as the -531 configuration with 
the following exceptions: 
I 
(a) Steel insulating tubes with the same I.D. as the previous drilled 
injector holes were driven into the oxidizer passages. 
(b) 
(c) 
The steel tubes eliminated the oxidizer hole counter bores. 
The oxidizer dribble v olume is ,8% i , ' 
The -533 configuration oxidizer passages (straight) were insulated 
by driving steel tubes into the passages which were supported at both ends, 
because the X20560-53l which was of the same design in all other respects, went 
into the high heat transfer burning phase due to overheating and boiling of \ 
the oxidizer in the injector passages. It was anticipated that this configura-
tion would prevent the high heat transfer burning phase and make ~necessary the 
building of an injector with individual independent oxidizer injection tubes. 
The flat ~ace was incorporated in the -533 configuration to provide good igni-
tion characteristics. . j.' 
, I 
. , 
The -533 configuration high heat transfer performance was not signi-, 
ficantly better than the -531 or -511 configurations. The/steady state chamber 
wall temperatures were somewhat lower, however, during a steady state run of 
37 minutes to evaluate chamber life, chamber wall temperatures were approximatelY 
2800°F and chamber flange temperatures stabilized at l800-l850°F while the engine 
maintained a mean Isp of 300 seconds. 
Of the above configuration~ X20560-5ll had demonstrated compliance 
with the required duty cycle and satisfactory solution to the two problems. 
, ( 
.f 
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Problem . Design Solution 
Ignition Pressure Spikes Hydraulic Fuel Lead 
High Heat Transfer Burning - Isolated Oxidizer Standoff 
D. Development Program 
In mid-November 1963, effort was initiated toward achieving 
a better basic understanding of the failure mechanisms and to develop an engine 
with lower operating temperatures, greater structural margin and lower ignition 
transient pressures. In addition, a parallel program was initiated-to develop 
an interim engine configuration which would require minimal changes to specifi-
cation requirements. This was designated as "Specification Change Engine Program". 
'1963. 
1. 
The following represented the Development Program in late November, 
Applied Research Program 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
HHTB Studies 
Ignition Pressure Spiking Studies 
Alternate Materials 
2. Configuration Improvement/Engine Evaluation Program 
(a) High Heat Transfer. Burning Test,Evaluation 
(b) Ignition Pressure Spiking Test. Evaluation 
(c) Increased Engine Operating Life Tes~ Evaluation 
(Additional Combustion Chamber Wall Temperature Margins) 
3. Specification Change Engine Program 
The Applied Research Program involved fundamental analysis and 
laboratory experimental investigations while the Configuration Improvement/ 
Engine Evaluation Program covered the full scale testil~ necessary to evaluate 
and demonstrate the adequacy of the Applied Research Program design rationale. 
The Specification Change Engine Program involved analysis, data research and ~ 
full scale testing of engines at OfF's of 1.3, and 1.6. 
The High Heat Transfer Burning (HHTB) studies involved analysis and 
evaluation of engine data, postulate models and critical experiments including 
transparent chamber engine tests ",ith both nonnal burning and HHT/Burning 
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utilizing high speed photography. In addition, coating evaluation and emissivity 
improvement studies were undertaken. The I'gni tion Pressure Spiking Studies in-
cluded analYSis and critical experiments in relation to combustion kinetiCS, 
structural analysis and' test of cylindrical and contoured (ribbed) moly sleeves 
including combustion tests, bending tests and Bermite explosive tests. 
Full scale tests were accomplished vdth various configuration changes 
in 'order to eValuate potential improvements. 
I, 
'P.esults of these P!ograms during late 1963 ~nd early 1964 indicated 
that EHTB was a result, at least in part, of two phase iI,low of the oxidizer 
and is a mode of rough combustion with high random nois~ level at lower frequen-
cies compa~ed to normal ~urning. Emissivity studies of coated molybdenum tubes, 
machined and grit blasted showed: 
, ; 
1. Coating emittance increases slightly with increase in temperature 
for both machine and grit blasted surfaces. 
I 
2. 
. 3. 
4. 
Coating emittrnce is higher for grit blasted surfaces compared 
to machined surfaces. 
\ 
Coating hemispherical total emittance changes are negligible ~vith 
respect to time. 
Coating spectral emittance increases slightly with respect to 
tiine. \ ' 
, Combustion kinetics studies continued, i~proved pressure transducer 
with smaller diaphragmf? and qigher natural frequenc~es (fn> 120 kC) vTere 
used and improved data acquisition were developed apd utilized in measuring 
ignition pressures. Pre-mix ~chambers were evaluatetl along with burst 
tests, bending tests and exp~6sive charge tests. lnSile testing at -40 and 
+32°F were also conducted. \. 
f 
The X20560-521 engine configuration wa further analyzed and 
tested as a Specification Cha~ge engine and engines T966l (o/F 1.6, 12 on 12 
injector), T9662 (o/F 1.6, 8 Oh 8 injector), T9663 (o/F 1.3, 12 on 12 injector) 
and T9664 (olr 1.3, 8 on 8 inj~ctor) were in wor0. 
J ~uring this time p~riod, changes weJ made to the solenoid 
valves. The major difference in clesign was to increase the number of ampere-
I I 
turns of the manual COil, which', requires a large window winding area, eliminat-
ing the recess at the back of the almature and' electrolizing the valve body 
internal diameter. Figure 35 p~esents the olll and the nel" configurations. 
i I 
At the same time, due to the increase in the test load, MJL Cell 
No.1 was being activated into:an altitude facility (previously a sea level 
facility). ~ , i 
I , ' 
• I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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,/" III. FUEL FJLM COOLING 
During early February, 1964, modifications were made to both the 8 on 8 
and 12 on 12 configurations to include film cooling of the combustion chamber 
by use of fuel bleed holes. The T9730 engine with an 8 on 8.injector configura-
tion was modified to include 8 bleed holes radially in line with the 8 main 
doublet pairs and at an injection angle into the combustion chamber approximate-
ly 25° such that the fuel impinged on the combustor wall approximately 0.5 inch 
from the combustor flange. (The percent of total fuel flow used for bleed in 
this configuration was 11%). 
Results of these tests showed that at design conditions of olF = 2.0, 
Ft = 100 Ibs., the Isp was 295 seconds, the chamber wall temperature was 2500°F 
and the chamber flange was 2000°F. This compares to performance of a like con-
figuration T9662, without fuel film cooling, which had an approximate Isp of 
304 at an o/F of 2.0 with wall temperatures of 2900 to 3000°F and flange temp-
erature of 2200 to 23000 F. Additional modifications of the T9730 engine are 
shown on Figure 36. 
A 12 on 12 configuration was also modified to include 12 fuel cooling 
holes located radially out from the main pair of doublets. Impingement pOint 
was 0.09 inches below the injector face. This configuration was identified as 
T9715. This engine also demonstrated lower wall and flange temper~tures, i.e., 
. at an o/F of 1.6, lsp = 285 seconds, wall temperatures equalled 2700°F and .' 
flange temperatures were 900°F. At an olF of 2.0, lsp 284 seconds and wall 
'temperatures were at 2790°F. Maximum soakback to the injector head after a 60 
second run vTaS 200°F at both olF = 1.6 and 2.0. 
A schematic of Engine T9640 is shown on. Figure 37. This configuration 
incorporated a premix chamber to provide for test evaluation to determine the 
capability of premix chambers to shorten ignition delay time and reduce the 
magnitude of ignition pressure spikes. 
Effort continued during March, 1964, toward optimization of fuel cooling 
and reduction of ignition pressures. 
Engine TI0050 included those design parameters deemed optimum from the 
fuel cooling parameter standpoint. The engine utilized 11% fuel cooling. 
Additional coolant (up to 25%) had demonstrated no additional chamber vTall or 
chamber throat temperature reduction, a loss of 2 to 4 seconds in I sp, and 
additional reduction in chamber flange temperature which it was felt was not 
warranted at the expense of performance. It also included an all steel oxid-
izer valve standoff. This configuration is shovffi in Figure 38. 
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Figure 39 shows the condition of a T10050 engine injector face before 
testing. Engine T10050, siN 0002 was tested and on 31 March 1964 the chamber 
shattered during a portion of the tests. At the time a total of 589 starts 
and 1993 seconds of burning, including one 90 second run, had been accumulated. 
Figures 40 and 41 show the injector face of T10050, sIN 0002 engine after the 
tests wherein the combustion chamber shattered. Note the distortion of the 
inner edge of the main fuel holes in the aluminum. Part of the aluminum at 
the fuel hole exits had been-displaced in such a manner as to partially restrict 
the exits. ,Xt was.believed that the injector hole deformation was the same type 
as previously experienced but was slightly different in ,formation due to the 
higher melting temperature of the steel enshrouding the pxidizer holes as com-
pared to the aluminum around the fuel holes. It appeared to be due to small 
hydraulic-reversed resultant that is forme~ in addition to the forward resultant, 
when the two liquid streams are impinged together at a significant angle. In 
this case~ 'the reversed ~esultant is made up of hypergolic liquids and hence 
high localized pressures and temperatures are created which can cause this type 
of damage. This damage causes "bushy" streams and resultant poor mixing. 
:Tbree factors may have contributed to the shattering of the chamber. 
1. 
2. 
\ 
There was a small crack in the combustor chamber in the failure 
area, progressing from the outside surface inward. 
The injector fuel holes had deteriorated to the point where 
good liquid-liquid mixing was not being obtained prior to the 
pulsing operation during which the failure occurred. 
" , 
\ i 
A :facility .. prqpetlant leak had cooled tUe combustor to approxi-
mately -65~F just prior to failure. I 
; I 
I 
The bad fuel injection holes could have resulted in greater propellant 
accumulation ~nd hence highe~ ignition peak pressurles. The low combustion 
chamber temperature (unplanned) could have resulted in the accumulation of 
frozen propellant on the comb'ustor prior to igni ti6n, and a crack could have 
provided a weak ~oint from which the failure could progress. 
, \ / 
As a ~esult of the dama~ed fuel holes, fu~ure engines incorporated a 
IIV" groove between the fuel and oxidizer hole exits and subsequent tests shovTed 
no evidencQ of injector hole d~terioraticn. Figtire 42 shows the "V" groove 
configuration, T10060. \ / 
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PREIGNITER DEVELOPMENT 
A NASA/North American/TMC meeting was held on 15 April 1964 to discuss 
the engine program as a result of the chamber shatter experienced on 31 March, 
1964. As a result of this meeting, the following programs were undertaken: 
1. Eliminate ignition spiking completely. 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
Detonation Studies, Structure Dynamics, Understanding of 
Phenomenon. 
Fuel blends and additives. 
Preignition chamber. 
Off O/F ignition. . 
Improved valve matching Electrical, Mechanical. 
2. Study methods to minimize ignition spikes. 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
(1') 
Chamber L* 
Chamber shapes. 
Fuel change. 
Injector Modification. 
Repeatability Documentation and separate variables. 
Thermal Management Analysis • 
. 3. Determine possible alternate materials for combustion chamber 
fabrication. 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
(:r-) 
Pure moly 
I!ZM 
Titanium 
Columbium 
TD Nickel 
L605 
4. Investigate performance improvement methods. 
(a) Critical tests to verify deSign criteria. 
(b) Conduct prototype testing. 
A. Development 
Testing effort was centered around the development of a preignitor. 
Both analysis and testing had shown that explosions of liquid and solid phase 
. detonable products would not GCcur if the chamber pressure was above the vapor 
pressure of propellants prior to propellant injection. The pre ignitor produces 
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a start-up pressure in the main chamber thus minimizing and lor eliminating ignition 
overpressure spikes. 
Figure 43 shows a four valve pre igniter test rig used to develop 
the preigniter concept and to obtain design criteria. Figures 44 and 45 present 
two of the early preigniter engine configurations tested; the pre igniter used 
to evaluate heat transfer effects and the first preigniter injector. 
In.addition; testing had shown that ignition pressure spikes with 
fuel lead injection had much greater consistency and repeatability and were 
approximately one-half, of the peak/values recorded with oxid~zer lead injection. 
This criteria lead to the valve coil design concept of fuel leads. Wherein the 
automatic coils of the fuel coil have fewer 'turns that the oxidizer coil' and the 
coils are wire'd' in parallel. ! On the direct coil, the fuel coil has more turns 
than the oxidizer and the coils are in series. 
Off OIF tests were conducted and showed that ignition pressures 
were much lower for OfF's less than 0.5 and greater than 6.0, than the pressures 
experienced ,in the OIF range If 0.5 and 6.0. 
During this period, analytical evaluations were made with respect 
to the rate of condensation of oxidizer on cold combustion wall, comparisons of 
heat sink'properties of various thicknesses of cold combustion chamber walls, 
detonation analyses, literature searches, and consultations with authorities in 
the field of detonation. Experimental effort included development of a thin film 
platinum resistance thermometer, time reference instrumentation and streak photo-
graphy; Testing included engine\firings as well as cold, flowing of propellants, 
and drop tests were made to dete~mine the effect of impacting the propellants with 
one a liquid and the other a S9l~d. Also obtained were ~ndications of the explo-
sive characteristics of 50/JO, ~, UDMH, and N2H4. Amopg the results noted--
when liquid hydrazine is dropped onto solid N204' explos,'ions occurred in 40% of 
the runs. The rev.erse situation baused no explosions. /Solid mixture of N2H4 
and N204 were madq at approximately -60oF as a measure 6f chemical affinity of 
both propellants. Both propellants in cold solid form burned on contact. 
~, I 
A summary of the tests is tabulated belo~: 
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NOTE: 
SUMMARY OF PROPELLANT DROP TES~S 
MMH UDMH N2H4 50/50 
No. of J No. of No. of No.of No. of No.of No.of· No.of 
Tests Exp's Tests Exp's Tests Exp's Tests Exp's 
I 
I 2 I 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 
I 
---l..._ 
i 
2 0 2 0 
. 5 2 2 0 
i 
1. All drops made from a height of 8 inches. 
2. A11 combinations produced much heat due to a vigorous 
chemical'reaction. . 
3. Mixing frozen N2H4 particles with frozen N204 particles 
at approximately -60°F produced immediate burning. A 
flame was noted but no explosion occurred. 
Fuel additives were ordered and received, however, they were not tested on the 
program but were subsequently tested on another NASA program. The additives 
were each mixed with Aerozine-50 (one percent by weight of additive) and suppiied 
by the Callery Chemical Company. The additives were: 
N-Allylaneline 
Pyrolle 
Phenylsulfide 
Phenylhydrazine 
Cyclopentadienyliron 
Methylbutynol 
P-Xlidine 
4-%-Butylthiophenol 
Allylphenylether 
Furfural alcohol 
Oxamide Dihydrazone 
Melamine 
;> 
I 
/1 
None of these had a significant effect on ignition overpressures. 
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Injector testing centered around the 8 on 8 fuel cooled engine 
configuration, however, some testing was conducted on ',a T9930 engine which had 
a triplet injector (16 on 8). The schematic and the injector face are shown 
in Figures 46 and 47, respectively. It was expected that the engine would 
demonstrate increased steady state Is~ due to better mixing and to have a more 
constant performance level as a funct~on of O/F ratio because of the constant 
momemtum angle furnished by the triplet mode of injection. Test results indi-
cated the engine ran at two performance levels, one at low performance with 
Isp = 273 seconds at an O/F of 2.0 and a higher level with burning conditions 
resembling high heat transfer burning with wall temperatures too high to con-
tinue testing. Is~ was 313 seconds at an OIF of 2.0. Further testing was 
discontinued on th~s configuration due to the high temperatures encountered. 
Under the alternate materials program considerable laboratory 
testing such as torch tests were conducted as well as actual engine tests on 
chamber materials of 90 tantalum-10 tungsten coated with both disilicide and 
tin-aluminide, see Figures 48 and 49, respectively. (These were chambers fab-
ricated under the early Apollo Program - Alternate Materials Program), two ' 
piece TZM combustor/L605 bell and two piece moly combustor/L605 bell. During 
this time p~riod, Summer 1964, the design criteria changed from a one piece 
ribbed combustor chamber to a two piece combustor-bell assembly. The combustion 
chamber could be fabricated of various materials while the bell material selected 
,was L605. This two piece design was the result of: 
1:. 
. 
Several bells on the one piece molybdenum had been cracked due 
mainly to handling and installation difficulties. The bell 
fabricated of L605 was much stronger and had far greater 
ductility. 
2. The L605 bell was no more difficult to fabricate than the 
moly bell. 
3. Th'e L605 bell could be reinforced for boost air loads by the use of 
machined ribs on the external surface and the strength to weight 
ratio ~vas much better than a corresponding 1110 1y bell. 
Results of the tests of the alternate materials was encouraging. However, be-
cause of the immense experience available with molybdenum, it was selected 
as the qualification material. 
During July 1964, it was agreed that all injector' effort wo~ld 
center around a preigniter engine with fuel cooling, ribbed two piece moly 
ccmbustor/L605 bell. This basic configuration is shmm in Figure 50. 
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~. The development effort centered around optimizing preigniter cooling. 
The T10650 engine configuration was tested for both ignition tests as well as 
steady state tests. The engine satisfactorily demonstrated a continuous run 
of 500 seconds thus meeting this specification requirement. 
Additional testing was conducted to determine the preigniter tubes 
flow "window" area to obtain the optimum pre igniter flow rates and OfF for re-
peatable preigniter ignition. and stable, non-chugging, preigniter ·operation. 
A computer program was formulated.and run to support the test program on optimiz-
ing the preigniter design. 
Spikes with the early preigniter configuration occurred when: 
1. 'Preigniter failed to light. 
2. Spike on preigniter ignition. 
3. Main chamber spike after preigniter ignition due probably to 
inadequate pressurization and residual propellants. 
4. A spike after normal pre igniter ignition but before main chamber 
'propellants enter the chamber. 
Parameters such as preigniter OfF, flow, and injection pressure 
were varied to optimize pre igniter performance. Ignition limits of the preig-
niter could be extended by lowering the preigniter OfF. Combustion stability 
(lack of chugging) of the pre igniter is governed by the ratio of the junction 
pressure to the preigniter combustion chamber pressure and requires that the 
junction pressure be as high as possible within' the limits of the engine supply 
pressure • 
. B. PFRT Configuration 
During September 1964, the Pre-Qualification and/or PFRT configura-
tion was selected. This configuration is shown in Figure 51. 
The general·characteristics of the engine were as follows: 
1. Isp (steady state) = 286 ~ 6 seconds. 
2. Isp (minimum impulse bit) = 130 seconds. 
3. No severe (>400 psi) start transients for propellant 
leads 2 ms Oxidizer and 20 ms Fuel. 
4. No engine temperatures in excess of design values. 
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During preigniter testing for ignition transients in'September 1964, 
it became quite evident that the first few pulses'of an engine run wherein the 
propellant lines had recently been primed, resulted in improper preigniter 
operation. Analysis of the causes for this resulted in evidence that gas 
bubbles form in the propellant lines during engine priming and these bubbles 
interfere with proper preigniter operation during these first few pulses. In 
addition, while running hot propellants (lOOoF+) it was noted that oxidizer 
flows would drop off on each succeeding run by a significant amount (0.005 pps) •. 
After about 30 to 45 minutes under pressurization at about 170 psig, the flow 
would stabilize. 
Investigation revealed that nitrogen solution or entrainment was 
the problem. In order to partially eliminate the problem, a float was installed 
in the oxidizer pulse tanks in the cells to limit the area of hot propellant 
exposed to pressure. The float appeared to be effective in the subsequent tests' 
since the flow of hot oxidizer was now repeatable from run to run. 
. Degassing of propellants also was accomplished at this time by heat-
ing the propellants to about 100°F under low (very near atmospheric) pressure. 
Once degassed, proper preigniter operation was always achieved. 
A preliminary engine study program was completed covering Passive 
Thermal Control (PTC) involving valve heat loss and injector head heat loss 
and submitted to North American during September 1964. This program had been 
under contract since 18 June 1964. TMC Report s-444 dated September 12, 1964 
presented the results of this study. 
During October 1964, the program was oriented into a two phase 
program: 
.. j 
.," 
1. A three engine Preliminary Flight Rating Test (PFRT)/to cover 
non-passive ther.mal control engines to be delivered for flight 
2. 
(in actuality on AF 009). 
A program covering development 
. Thermal Control (PTC) Engine. 
. . /) 
and Qualification of 
./ 
a Passive 
PFRT configuration testing continued demonstrating sufficient temperature margins 
in all areas. Some of the temperatures were' as follows: 
Parameter 
Chamber Throat 
Bell Attach Nut 
Bell Nozzle Exit 
Bell at Joint 
Injector Head Soakback 
Steady State 
Operating Temperature 
OF 
1-79 
\ . 
. } 
2200 
1550 
1625 
1850 
300· 
, 
.' 
Maximum 
All~able Temperature 
OF 
2900 
1750 
2200 
1880 
350 
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/' Figures 52, 53 and 54 present typical perform.a.nc.e curves of this 
engine configuration. 
conducted 
14~ 1964. 
ing tests 
Acceptance tests on the first PFRT engine piN X21424, SiN 0001 were 
on October 21, 1964, and siN 0002 was acceptance tested on November 
One of the PFRT engines, siN 0002, was subjected to electrical bond-
(not as a part of the PFRT program but rather as a supplemental test.) 
Resistances for all mec~anical discontinuities were measured. The 
combustor offered no convenient contact surface for the electrical cli~ leads 
used and contact resistance was relatively high, however, the engine was within 
specification limitations. Figure 55 presents the results of the test. 
The Performance Flight Rating Test (PFRT) to Marquardt Test Plan 
(NT?) OOl~ was a three engine test. Its objective was to demonstrate Engine 
piN 227486 performance level and suitability for unmanned flight test within 
the nominal performance requirements of NR Procurement Specification Me 901-
0004D. The three 227486 engines selected for this test were instrumented after 
'acceptance test and reidentified as piN X21424, siN's 0001, 0002, and 0003. 
The PFRT Program consisted of essentially two types of tests; environmental or 
engine structural tests and engine firing tests. These tests were followed by 
engine disassembly and inspection. Figure 56 shows the tests and order of test-
ing conducted in each of the three engines. A short description of each test 
is included below. 
1. Environmental Tests 
Environmental tests conducted to establish engine structural integ-
rity included the following: 
(a) Boost Vibration Tests Appendix G of MTP 0019P 
To demonstrate structural integrity of the engine whe~ sub-
jected to the maximum vibration loads expected during the 
Apollo launch. 
(b) Salt Fog Test -' Appendix H of MTP 0019P 
To demonstrate engine contamination and corrosion resistance 
to a salt fog atmosphere. 
(c) Water Flow and Valve Performance Appendix K of MTP 0019P 
To provide checks of valve response, valve electrical charac-
teristics and integrity of valve and other engine seals at . 
one or more times during the test program. 
(d) StatiC Load (Limit) Appendix T of MTP 0019P 
To demonstrate engine structural integrity under tn..-'J.ximum 
expected boost phase airloads. 
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PFRT TEST ProGRAM 
Test Eng. No. I Eng. No. II Eng. No. III 
Calibration Test 1, 5 7, 11 7, 11 Appendix A 
. , 
Puls~ Operation Survey Test 2 10 8 Appendix B 
Boost Vibration Teat 1, 5 3 Appendix G 
Salt Fog Test 1 Appendix H , 
Water Flow and Valve 
2, '4*" 6, Performance 6 12 2, 4, 6, 12 
Appendix K 
Direct Coil Duty Cycle Test I 3 8 9 Appendix N 
Static Load to Destruction 
: 
Test 13 
Appendix S I 
I •• ." .. __ 
Static Load Limit Teet / 3 . " 5 Appendix T I I 
Teardown Evaluation 7 14 13 Appendix V /1 
I ./' 
Special Duty Cycle Teat I 4 9 i 10 I Appendix W 
*Valve Rebuild following this test. 
Appendices noted are to Marquardt Test Plan (MTP) 0019. 
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(e) Static Load (Destruct) Appendix S of ~~P 0019P 
To demonstrate engine structural margin beyond the maximum, 
specification airload requirements. 
2. Engine Firing Tests 
Engine firing tests conducted to demonstrate engine operational 
capability included the following tests. All engines were tested 
to all of the firing tests. 
(a) Calibration Tests Appendix A of MTP 0019P 
Calibration tests were run prior to and following all other 
firing tests. These tests documented engine performance at 
pulse widths from 13 milliseconds to 5.0 seconds. 
(b) Pulse Operation Survey Tests Appendix B of MTP 0019P 
These tests demonstrated operational pulse capability. Pulse 
widths of 13 to 500 milliseconds vTere run. Repetition rates 
resulted in engine off times from 8 to 300 milliseconds. 
,(c) Direct Coil Duty.Cycle Tests Appendix N of MTP 0019P 
These tes.ts demonstrated engine operational capability using 
the valve direct coils. The test included operation under 
pressure transients fran relief to nominal operating pressures. 
Further demonstration of "off-design" capability was shown 
by commanding engine starts at the voltage extremes (21 to 32 
volts dc) under cold environmental conditions. 
(d) Special Duty Cycle Tests - Appendix W of MTP 0019P 
The Special Duty Cycle Tests demonstrated engine capability 
to perform specific duties for limited application usage. 
The test required performance of specific maneuvers consisting 
of commands varying from 13 milliseconds to 60.0 seconds, 
including firings from a temperature soakback condition. 
3. Engine Teardown 
Following completion of all testing, each engine was disassembled 
to the 'lowest practical component level. Detailed visual examina-
tions were made of all components to determine possible structural 
degradation. Measurements were made of all critical areas, e.g., 
valve and chamber attach bolt torques, bell to combustor attach 
nut torque, etc. In addition, an assessment was made ty TMC Relia-
bility of the remaining functional capability of the hardware. ' 
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PFRT testing on siN 0001 engine was essentially completed in 
January'l965 (Testing initiated on 20 November 1964). 
1 
Engine SiN 0002 was removed from the PFRT test program in January 
1965 in order to incorporate the latest solenoid valve pintle configuration 
described below. Valve leakage during various development tests had necessita-
ted the need for an expanded valve development program to isolate the problem 
and elinrlnate the ,leakage. Early assessment of the problem indicated that gall~ 
ing of the armature pintle and the valve seat was the prime reason for leakage 
of the valves~ Valve design changes made at this point to correct the leakage 
consisted or returning to the nardened armature pintle (previous histor,y indica-
ted there was no galling when hardened pintles were used) and incorporating 
specific ~~sua1 inspection requirements for detecting burrs on valve seats. 
Evaluation ,tests were conducted on valves incorporating these changes and de-
monstrated.'that the changes were deSirable. 
In addition, ~ valve development program was initiated to evaluate 
other valve variables which could substantially influence valve leakage. Among 
these variables were prop~rties of teflon under operational conditions and the 
dimensional variation in ihe teflon during a life cycle. Other variables eval-
uated included poppet geo~etry (cone versus spherical), valve dimensions (loose 
vs. t~ght) and impact ecce~tricities. 
Rework of siN 0002 valves incorporating the hardened poppet change 
were completed and the engine was acceptance tested on 28 March 1965 and it 
wa~ reinstate~ into the PFRT. program. Completion of,PFRT testing was accom-
plished in late May 1965. \ 
, \ 
, ' \ : 
Engine siN .0003,~odified'to include the ~ardened poppet changes, 
was acceptance tested on 20 March 1965 and the engine was placed into the PFRT 
Test Program. Testing was completed by mid-May, 1965. Final teardown,. in-
spection andl~inal evaluatio~ of all three engine1was accomplished by 25 
June 1965. ~ . 
I . 
Figure 57 present~ the planned test pl n requirements with respect 
to valve actuations and burn t~e. Figure 58 presrnts the actual operational 
summary and it. may be noted that all planned requirements "Tere exceeded. 
i ;1 . / 
Ail phases of the ~FRT program were quccessfully completed. The 
engine demonstrated the capability to reliably meet the requirements for boost 
vibration, 'boost air loads and porrosive salt fog environment. Engine firing 
tests adequately demonstrated the required oper.ational levels as well as the 
required structural levels unde~ firing conditions. The engines, under periodic 
checks, demonstrated a high level of consistency in operational characteristics 
with no degradation of any part~. / 
i / 
I 
i 
I 
i 
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OVlm1ILI, l'jo'HT 11.MI m:(,UInF.1,IENT3 
~ AC'l\J,\TIOfiS MID BURN TII·IE 
flo. Times Per,~ormed Valve Act;~;---. Sec. nur~fuc -I 
t-_____ -+J-_-En~g~.~_I-:r' "'S. II r;;;;;:-in'E;;~. I """. II "'S· III ",,;;:-r'E;;;n~:-nr1 
2 . 2 2' 1138 1138 1738 102 102 102 
t------------;~-----r------
TeDt. Appendix 
A 
462 
J--_____________ I ____ ~ ___ ~-___ --~i-----:~'---~·-3-~-o-4--3~-~--~--3~-~---~-4-~---~-4-6-:--~l_. _, 
o I °EEE ° --;-~-o--~~~-r 0 l I-------~-l-. -~ ~ . 3 '25 50 100 I ° '0 0 
1 -I 1 ~--3-1-+---3-1--~-3-1--~-2-0--4---2-0----~--~-O---~ 
~---------~--O--~-l---:I ____ O ___ ~--O---I----O--~----O--~ 0 ~~--------~----O--~---1--,~I---·-1--~~~--O---~.---o--- : "-_~t_--O----4 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~-----~----~---------~----.~------~--------~-----~---~-------
B 
G 
. H I 
K 
H 
S 
T 
V 
-
1 
V 1 .1 1 49 119 49 109 109 109· 
~---------~~----(----_4------+_-.. 394 394 394 24 24 " 
,/ t---------,---~---~-----}---------·~------~-----4_------~----I~~--+_-----~ 
,Est. Trim Runs 
'1'otels 5837 5882 5922 717 717 717 
. ____ ~ _______ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~--------~----~-------t------~ 
- /' 
I 
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Total Burn Time (se·::.) 
Towl llumber of Firings 
PFRT ~Gmr: OPERII'l'IONflL SU:·!:-IfIHY 
AC'1\JAL EXPERIErICE 
Engine No. I Engine No. 
. 
1291.6 823.7 
8548 6111 , 
II Engine Ho. rn 
1207·3 
. 9699 
Tot.iIl Propellant. R>:posure 
(hrs.). (min.) 150.br.-.~3 ~1n. 102 hr.-25 min. 13
'
1. hr. -4'7 min. 
Total Oxidizer Valv~ . 8665 6284 Actuntions 
Total Fuel 
Actuntiono 
Valve - 6648' 639'( . 
All values shown are exclusive or acceptance test. 
4Total valve cycles (fuel to oxidizer for one engine) dIfferent 
'due to purging, bench testing or valve checkouts • 
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Final teardown inspection of 'the engines revealed normal, expected 
wear characteristics with no indication of structural degradation which could 
lead to a perfonnance or reliability reduction. All engines were capable of 
further operation~ indicating operational capability in excess of that required. 
Figures 59 through 64 present same of the pertinent performance results obtained 
during thq :program on the three engines. Performance in every case met or ex-
ceeded spiji,:::t.f'ication and Test Plan requirements. Figure 61 presents the varia-
tion of .mf~.'-j~:;.'·):·e ratio as a fUnction of electrical pulse width for Engine Number 
1. r:nl..i.::; :;:'~~';J:'typical"of all engines. The mixture ratio decreases as the pulse 
widths 'heeDme smaller due primarily to valve mismatch, valve pressure drops 
and the hi;;:ner oxidizer vapor pressure. The characterisitic performance varia": 
tion as a function of propellant (oxidizer) temperature is shown in Figure 64. 
The same :trend is noted w;i.th fuel temperatures. The effect of propetlant temp-
erature o~;performance wa~ first noted during the PFRT program. 
The PFRT Fina~ Report-TMC Report A1055 was published on 20 September 
,~ .. !: ..... ",-
.··.P"i 
.... ~ ';:i'¥.-
0.:- PTC \ 
In the fall of 1964, North American, Grumman. and NASA were consid-
erlllc;~·dcsign change in t~e spacecraft in the interest of weight reduction. 
This change invo1ved going from an active thermal contro~ achieved by means of 
a liquid glycol 100p which NAA had in their modules to a passive thermal control 
system to'be achieved by inherent design characteristics. Grumman did not have 
ac~ive thermal control on the Lunar Module and did not want the weight penalty 
associated with such a system. Based on this, TMC was directed to initiate 
studies"analysis; design changes and subsequent dev~lopment tests to determine 
the necessary changes ~? the \engine to incorporate tpe concept of passive 
Thermal Control in the spacecraft. I 
~ Cqncurrent with t~e conduct of the PFRr Program, the' Passive Thermal 
Control (PTC) Jdevelopment program was being pursued/leading toward the design 
that would go into Qualificat~on. l . 
\. 
The study program \shOi-1ed that with rel. i;ively minor engine changes, 
significant improvement could be made in the eng:i.ne 1 s l..:;at transfer to a space 
environment. /The relative mer~t of the improveme.hts depended on the passive 
heat transfer'to the· engine from the vehicle and/the operation modes in which 
the engine ,,!.is used. \ / 
' .' Enough t-esting was kccomplished as /a part of the £?tudy to define 
. \ , 
within a close tolerance the thermal characteristics of the Prequal engine 
(PPHJ:) and·.·to predict the thermal characteristics of a PTC engine configuration • 
. F'.u:ther testing was required to: validate some' of the values measurecl in the 
ntu;l:y" C'..ilCi.tO more fully investigate phenomena that could lead to a much higher 
J:C:::; ;U.:·!.~'1ce and more reliable combustor seal.' 
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CALrnRATION n:~;T 
MF.AN nn'.AIlY STATE PF.IU·'ORM.flt1C~: Glll'J1AHY 
Thrust - lb. OIF Isp. - ecc. 
Spec. Dota Mean Spec. Data Mean Spec. Data Heao .! 
I 
Ensine No. I 
. 
Results fr~ flrs~ 95 ! 2·5 96.2 2.0 "! 0.05 1.984 272 to 294 286.1 Calibration Test 
Results from sec-
1.983 ond Calibration 95 ! 2.5 96.0 2.0 ! 0.05 272 to 29'1 287.1 
Test· I 
Engine No. II 
Results fr~ first 95 ! 2.5 95·1 1.95 ! 0.05 1.948 272 to 294 284.1 Calibration Teet 
. 
Results rr~ sec- ,I 
ond Co 11 bra t1 on 95.:!: 2·5 96·8 1.95 ! 0.05 1.940 272 to 294 292·1 
Test ; 
.. 
~lne No. III ( J 
Reeults from first 95 i 2.5 94.1 2.0 ! 0.05 1.979 272. to 294 277.1 Callbrnt100 Test /J 
Results. from sec- // 
ODd en libra t.ion 95 ! 2.5 97·1 2.0 ! 0.05 1.991 /72 to 294 289.0 
Teat 
\ . 
,I 
;f 
..... 
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CAI.IlIRt.'l'lOr; 'n::-;T 
lliDIVIDtlAL S'l"r:,\IW S'fA n: J!t.r.1 I'I-J(mll~L\lICr: m.J}~rf! 
1hrust - lb. lap'" Gee. OfF Ratio Run ~g. III Dle. I DIe;. II Ene;. III Eng. I' l.ile;. II ll1g. III' Eng. I Eng. II 
RESULTS FroM FIRST CALlERATION TESTS 
1 96.6 96·0 9'1.2 285.1 286.5 271.8 2.006 1.972 1·978 
2 96·2 9'4.8 93.2 286.1 283.6 275.4 2.000 1.9'15 1·960 
3 96.1 94.1 9lI.7 285.5 282.6 279.6 1·973 1.9'27 1.986 
4 95·9 95·3 94.2 286.8 283.7 277·9' 1.'955 1.9'16 1·990 . 
'. RESULTS FOOM FINAL CALIBMTIOH TESTS 
.. 
1 96.0' 96·2 97.0 287.0 290.6 288.1 1·9-95 1.937 1·998 
2 . 96.1 96·9 97.6 . 286.6 2~.7 290·1 1.9811 . . 1.9'14 1·995 
3 95.3 . 97·1 96·7 .~ '287·5 292.8 288.2 1·992 1.939 1.987 
Il 95·8 96·9 97.2 287.4 2~.2 289.4 1.972 1.939 1·984 
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SPECIFIC JMPULSE VS. OXIDIZER TEMPERATURE 
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Two areas wherein concentrated effort were expended were in the fuel 
valve standoff and the injector head to combustor seal. 
The Qual configuration program effort was concentrated on the design, 
analysis and bench testing of the fuel valve standoff to detennine the thermal 
resistances. An anaLYSis of the antiCipated qualification design was completed. 
The minimum thermal resistance of the fuel valve to head was calculated to be 
60,600 sec.- ~F/BTU based upon the following assumptions: 
. 'l~l 
d) 
No internal valve resistances. 
No ball seat resistance. 
No contact resistances. 
Nominal dimep~ion3. 
The predicted test value for this configuration was 70,000 sec. -
of/BTU, based on a nominal ball seat resistance of 10,000 sec.-oF/BTU which was 
calculated from test results. This compares to the requirement of 4h,600' sec.-
OF/BTU. 
Steady state thermal tests at high ve,c.uum 'conditions with a non-
preigniter engine assembly were completed to obtain preliminary data for valve-
to-head and head-to-combustor thermal resistauces. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
The thermal data was analyzed using the follOWing criteria: 
The canplex, parallel heat transfer paths in the engine valve 
assembly were simplified to a single path between each valve and 
the injector head, and a single path between the head and the 
canbustor. 
1 Radiation heat transfer between adjacent components'land to the 
surroundings was neglected. 
The overall temperatures of the valves were 
valve seat temperatures. 
I re7,~sented by 
I 
their 
The heat flowing in the simplified thermal circuit was identical 
to the heat generated in the valve electrical coils. 
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,~ The test sequence and the results of the analYsis are summarized 
in the following table: 
... .. ~-." 
I 
I 
I Thermal Resistance 
.. I (OF-sec/BTu) Oxidizer· Oxidizer Fuel 
Ornni-Seals Valve Valve Seat Valve Seat 
Test No. (Both Valves) Phenolic Remarks to Head to Head 
1 Yes Yes Valves empty 47,800 13,600 
and seated. 
2 Yes Yes Valves empty 42,100 12,700 
and seated. 
3 Yes No Valves empt-y 55,100 13,500 
and seated •. 
4 ! No No Valves empty 58,300 13,700 
and seated. 
5 I No No Valves empty 62,100 14,800 
and seated. 
6 No No Water in valves 
-
12,950 
(oxidizer empty 
at end) 
, 
7 No No Water in.valves 71,200 12,550 
--
The fuel valve conduction test rig (FVTR) was designed to provide 
detail thermal resistance data for the fuel valve head connection. Figure 65 
shows this test assemblY. Tabulated below is a portion of the test results 
and Figure 66 is a plot of this thermal data using 6T valve seat to head and 
electrical input heat as coordinates. Ideal thermal resistance (no variation 
with temperature, etc.) would yield data which would plot as a straight line 
through ~he origin. The slope is equal to the magnitude of the equivalent 
thermal resistance. The extrapolation of the thermal data for the tests vTith 
the short stainless bolts resulted in an equivalent thermal resistance of 56,570 
OF-seC/BTU for the low temperature valve seat (35 + 10°F) and. 43,580 OF-seC/BTU 
for the high temperature valve seat (184 + 2°F). For the tests with the long 
. titanium bolts, the high temperature valve seat data (185 -I- 15°F) yielded a. . 
resistance of 52,620 OF-sec/BTU. The cold valve seat data-could not be extrapo-
lated in a similar fashion. The extrapolated lines crossing the zero 6T point 
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THERMAL RESISTANCE TESTS 
6T - Valve to Head 
vs. 
Electrical Input Heat 
FVTR #2 
o Short S. S. Bolt 
/1::, Titanium Bolt 
G rnR #1, 
Titanium Bolt (No Phenolic) 
(Numbers near symbols denote 
run numbers) 
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at positive values of heat input can be accounted for'as heat leakage to the 
surroundings. 
RESULTS OF FVTR NO. Sl .AND 2 THERMAL TESTS· 
. . ........ . { . .. ... ..... ..-~ ... _-_ ... _------_. 
T ! T T -l-:'-··-·------··-:~-1 Eq ui v. Th ermal 
Electrical, Res. Valve Head! Valve Seat'j Valve Ears 
Tempto Head : to Seat 
Run No. (OF) (OF) : (OF) 
i " Int.Fluid! Input Heat; Seat to Head 
to Seat I (BTU) Hr. i (OF-sec) BTU 
;4"-' . '~~5 l~-r 2 . 19 
24 
21 
24 
21 
21 
23 
23 
19 
21 
lS 
16 
25 -148 193 0 
26 57 128 0 
27 31 151 0 
28 39 164 9 
29 35 153 9 
30 -125 162 14 
31 -131 171 13 
39 ,-114 148 13 
40 I -23 192 12 
41 ! -1651 202 18 
42 : 3 162 16 
. I 
, 
, ' 
... "' ... __ L._~ ~ ...... L.-...... _, .... -~ _---I,. ___ ._ ....... .. 
I l3.-s-t-i
l
----· 
I 15.2 
17.3 56,570 Short SS 
19.2 I 43,580 Bolt 
15.5 . 52,620 FVTR . 
14.3 #2 . 
9.7 Long TO 
9.7 Bolt 
10;0 
17.0 
12.1 
16.1 
52,620 
FVTR 
l #1 Long TC Bolt, no phenolic I.~ '" ....... _ .... ~._., ..... M. " __ • ._. __ •• ~ •• ___ .. 0 ____ , .... _._._ ... ~ 
" 
A cold wall space simulation facility was fabricated for use in I 
the passive thermal control test program. This facility had the capability of 
a vacuum of 7 X 10-4 rom of Hg) wall temperatures approximating liquid nitrogen 
temperature and black space environment with an ~ of 70.9. The /facility is 
shown in Figure 67. Figure 68 presents the data obtained for steady ~tate 
temperature distribution and steady state heat. loss for several configurations. 
Heater blankets were installed on valves to provide heat input and chamber con-
figurations and seal materials were changed so that varying/rate of steady heat 
lOBS was obtained. This data was used to calculate the thermal resistance be-
tween the valves and the injector head. The results of this analysis showed 
the oxidizer valve to head resistance to be 1~4,000 of-seC/BTU and the fuel valve' 
to head resistance to be 30,000 of-seC/BTU for the particular configuration 
tested (short stainless steel bolts, then phenolic spacer and fuel valve standoff 
with 90% of the thermal resistance of the Qual standoff). Calculated values for 
the same configuration were 30,000 of-see/BTU for the fuel an~ 46,000 of-see/BTU 
for the oxidizer valve at 70°F, thus shmTing good agreement. 
.' 
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Q 
Test 2 
Parameter 12-30-64 
, I T-11042 I 
Hardware IHead " Pyro1ytic 
" Description ISeal Graphi te 
'Chamber Fir~d·> 800 s~ 
: Bell Smooth L605-Fired 
Heat I Fuel 10.6 
Input Ox ' 7.8 
BTU/HR I 18.4 , Total 
Ca1cuh,~ed 'Temp Tfoi1 = -170°F 
Heat Loss : q q = 1.65-------
- -.-"'- . 
- ; B'IU/- -Chamber 
Heat Loss ,HR 16.7 
FUEL VALVE 
Under Heater N.G. 
~ 
'-" ", Flange +40°F 
(f.) Seat "'. ' +31 ~ Annature------___ +47 ~ 
"-------
OX VALVE '"~5 __ 
r£I Under Heater §! 
-Flange ' +45 ~ Seat +39 
~ Armature +48 
< 
-43 8 HEAD (f.) 
~ CHAHBER Holy Flange 
-63 ~ Throat 
-75 (f.) 
BELL 
Nut -81 
Mid-Point -162 
'i End -198 
0'. 
A ~ 
SPACE SIMULA'IOR COLD SOAK TESTING 
Test 3 Te.st 4 
Run #1 ~ Run =f(2 Run ttl Run~ 
1-5-65 1-6-65 1-9-65 1-11-65 
T-11042 -, T-I1043 
Pyrolytic Graphite - -' '. L-605 
-. .... Un-Fired Un-Firej 
Un-Fired Ribbed Not Connected ' 
L-605 
7·9 8.06 4.84 5.83 
5~6 5.72 2.27 "h~55 
13:5 13.78 7.11 ' , 10.38 
-l6"OoF -167°F -156°F -137°F 
-- -1.9 - ---' 1.73 2.0 2.63 
11.6 12.05 5.11 7.75 
+54.5°F +58.0°F +8.0°F +55.0°F 
+47 +49 +3·0 +48 
+39 +41 -2.5 +43 
+47.5 +50 +3.0 +50 
+53.5 +56 -11 +55 
-1-'47-' --, -. . . +49 -13.5 +50 
+42.5 +44 
-15.5 +47 
+48 +50 -13.5 .--' --+51 
-12.5 -12 -30 +11 
-24 -22.5 
-33 + 8 
-30 -29 -38 + 3 
-37.5 -37 - -
-128 -128 -226 -210 
-145 -145 -228 -212 
@ 
Building 32 ; 
Test 5 
1-13-65 
T-11043 
L-605 
Fired Chamber 
Not Connected 
7.57 
5.92 
13.49 
-129°F I / 3.1 I I 
/ 10.4 I 
+53.0°F 
+45"" ' 
+38 
,+47 
+55 
+49 
+44 
+50 
- 5 
-10 
-16 
-
-236 
-238 
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Inherent errors in the measurement of temperature will cause the 
resistance values to have some variations. The amount of heat loss is dependent 
upon the assumed emissivity, the effective area, and the internal conduction paths 
to the outer foil of the insulation. Every effort was made to make the heat loss 
a minimum. However, significant heat loss did occur as evidenced by the outer 
foil temperatures listed in Figure 68. The heat loss was calculated based upon 
an emittance area factor of 0.15 and the outer foil temperature in the standard 
radiation heat transfer equation. The surface area was determined to be about . 
1.5 to 1.75 square feet and emissivities from 0.085 to about 0.1 were assumed. 
These values of emissivity are reasonable for much handled aluminum foil. That 
the ,losses are approximately correct is indicated by the intersection point of 
the net heat flow versus 6T, (Figure 69). The resulting variation of thermal 
resistance with average temperature of the standoff is shown by Figure 70. The 
resistance decreases with average temperature because of the increase of thermal 
conductivity of the materials with temperature. 
In conjunction with the fuel valve standoff design activity, a com-
bustor to injector head seal design configuration was being pursued in an effort 
to obtain a design which would increase the resistance. Pyrolytic graphite mat-
erial, asbestos phenolic and the PFRT de8ign L605 seal were, being considered. 
structural tests were conducted on the material. Random vibration tests were 
performed on engines with pyrolytic graphite seals without any structural damage. 
Compression tests performed on the pyrolytic graphite revealed ultimate stress 
loadings of 30,000 to 36,000 psi. Engine ignition tests resulted in failure 
of the pyrolytic graphite seal. The asbestos phenolic seal withstood compressive 
loads to above 100,000 psi without any damage, however, the seal was not effective 
as a pressure seal because of high leakage rates. Based on these results, the 
L605 seal was retained which has a thermal resistance of approximately l800°F~ 
seC/BTU compared to specified design criteria of 18,000 sec.oF/B~. ' 
,I 
In early December 1964, TMC was directed by North Amet{can to con-
duct a valve heater program. This program had as its objective to evaluate the 
possibility of attaching thermostatically controlled heaters .on each valve. 
The heaters were required to operate at 21 volts dc and to $~pp1y valve temp-
eratures of 500p or less, 8.0 ± 0.8 BTU/Hr. to the oxidize~/va1ve and 12.0 ± 
1.'2 BTU/Hr. to the fuel valve and were to be thermostatically controlled "onll 
at fuel valve temperatures of 600F or less and 1I0f£1I at fuel valve temperatures . 
of 1000F or greater. This program was discontinued in late January 1965 and no 
design changes were incorporated as a result of it. 
In late January 1965 and early February 1965, the PTC program was 
brought tq a stop and Figure 71 shows the PFRT/ AF009 configur~tion and Figure 
72 'shows the PTC incorporated changes for the Qual configuration. 
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Basic differences are: 
1. Fue1 Valve Standoff 
2. 
(a) 
(b) 
Ii 
Valve on A286 standoff rather than aluminum head. 
Valves secured to' head by long 6 AL-4V titanium screws rather 
·than short .Cres l7-4 PH screws (17-4 PH fasteners were deleted 
from'Apollo acceptable materials list). A286 thermal spacers 
were used to increase the heat flux pat~. 
Oxidizer Valve Standoff 
I \ 
j t '. ! (a) 1.7_1~ PH screw replaced by Cres A286 screws (to eliminate 
,i 17-4 PH fastener~and 17-7 PH spacer replaced by Cres A286 
spacer. 
I Test data values showed an equivalent fuel valve to head thermal 
resistance of 52,600°F-se9!BTU compared to specified value of 44,600. The 
oxidizer valve to head resistance is approximately 61,000°F-sec!BTU. 
\ . 
. During testing~ in the fall of 1964, oscillations had been noted 
with the engines. This instability had a frequency of 350 to 400 cps and the 
cause was traced to entrained N2 gas bubbles in the propellant. Elimination 
of entrained gas during acceptance testing was accomplished by installing floats 
intthe propellant run tanks~. The floats reduced the area exposed to the pressur-
izing gas to a minimum value \ (clearance between the float and the tank wall). 
In addition, experimental and analytical efforts hav~ shown that nitrogen dis-
solved in the propellants can! have a degrading effect on engine start performance, 
. . I , , 
both immediatelY after priming the engine and later ~uring engine operation. . 
Experimental evidence indicated that dissolved nitrdgen should have no effect 
on steady state performance; ~owever, there is a diScernable improvement in 
apparent prei~niter operation~during a run series w~en degassed propellants are 
used to fire the engine. Ful~ scale engine tests wfre conducted using propell-
ants which were degassed by he,ating to 100°F with ~ne pulse tanks vented to very 
nearly atmospheric. Runs with\both degassed and gassy propellants indicated 
essentially no, dilference in engine steady state p'erformance level as a result 
of the degassing operation. Ignition characteristics appeared to be somewhat 
more clearly discernable in the: oscillograph thrUst signature when degassed 
propellantsl't-Tere used than when\ gassy propellants were used. Figures 73 and 74 
• I • 
show the comparative start characteristics as a/function of propellant condition. 
I I 
\ ! 
Preigniter ignition :occurs at abcut the same time with either gassy 
or degassed propellants; however, again the preigni ter characteristic is clearer 
uhen degassed propellants are used. Samples ,taken of gassy and degassed propellant 
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were subjected to physical and chemical analysis. Degassing does not appear 
to affect either propellant density or chemical properties.in that all samples 
tested to date meet the propellant specifications. 
An additional phenomenon noted during this time period was the I 
decreasing approximately 3 seconds after about 20 seconds of run time. This sP 
effect had not been noted in pon-preigniter engines. One possible explanation 
is that there is a slight change in weeper flow characteristics resulting in 
lower effective performance from this portion of the propellant; however, this 
possibility was later found to/be invalid. ) 
, 
Another possible explanation seems to be rel~ted to variations in 
the amount. .of fuel flow to the preigniter. The effect of a variation in pre-
igriiter fuel flow upon engine performance is twofold. First, variations in 
preigniter fuel flow rates cause inverse variations in the main doublet fuel 
flow rates. This causes variations in the doublet Rupe number and accompanying 
performance changes. Second, preigniter engines are not as efficient as non-
preigniter engines, which indicates that the propellant is not burned as effic-
iently i'n the preigniter ~tself as it is when injected through the main doublets. 
Therefore, changes in the ~amount of propellant in the preigniter cause changes 
in the overall level of etigine efficiency. 
A quantitative measure of the two above effe~ts obtained from the 
engine test results shOvT that an increase in preigni ter fuel flow of 5% of the 
total fuel (i.e., sayan increase from 12% to 17% of ' the total fuel.flow) will 
lead to a doublet Rupe nllinber change sufficient to cause a 2-second decrease 
in Isp. In addition, if the\performance levels of p~eigniter engines are com-
pared to those of non-pre igniter engines, and if the,difference is attributed 
to the inefficiency of ~ombus~ion in the preigniter,jthen an increase in pre-
igniter fuel flovT of 5% of thi:! total fuel flow will ,cause a decrease in engine 
lsp of 1.3 secpnds. Thus, the total decrease in sp~cific impulse will be 2.0 
~ l.3 = 3.3 SjConds. \ I 
The numerical val~es given above assum1 no change in the oxidizer flow rate to the preigniter. iIf the preigniter ox~dizer flow rate should in-
crease, the reduction in doubr~t Rupe number would.! cause an Isp increase which 
would approximately balance th~ decrease in Isp caused by the increased amount 
of propellant ,lin the preigni ter':. If the preigni ter oxidizer flow rate should 
decrease, the" doublet efficiency would decrease, /but this would be balanced by 
the increase in efficiency due ~o less propellant in the preigniter. Thus, it 
appears that the performance effects of preigniter oxidizer flow variations may 
be negligible. No conclusive evidence has beeijl made of the above possible 
cause. 
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Although not believed to be related to the above phenomenon, the 
effect on performance due to thermal growth and manufacturing tolerances of 
small nozzle throat area changes on rocket engine parameters is summarized below 
for throat area changes of ! 2%. ' 
A differential analysis was used to calculate the relative change 
from assumed reference engine performance parameters for nozzle throat area 
changes as great as + 4%. Figure 75 shows the percentage change in thrust 
'chamb~r pressure, specific impulse and propellant flows for throat area changes 
from 0 to + 4%. ' Characteristic exhaust velocity (C*) and OfF were assumed to 
be "constants for this analysis. 
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DUring early 1965, tests were conducted on engines wherein 
slight design modifications had been made in an attempt to increase performance. 
One such change was to increase oxidizer doublet 'size from .0355 to 0.0365 
diameter. This change resulted in increased petformance both with hot and cold 
~ropellant, as compared to PFRT, AFRM 009 and PTC engine experience. The re-
sults are shown on Figure 76. Each of these engines had the same injector con-
figuration except for Tl1605, S/N 0001-1 which had fuel hole diameters smaller 
by 0.001 inch compared to the other engines. The above change was not incorpor-
ated into t~~ Qual design. It was believed that additional testing would be 
re'luired to substantiate the change and it was decided tp remain with the 
doublet sizes as used in the PFRT design. I . 
A low ~ressure drop preigniter tube for 100 lbo thrust was developed 
and .. incorporated into the! design such that the Qual engines would have 100 lb. 
thrust rather than the nominal 95 lb. thrust of the PFRT engine. 
In late March: and early April 1965, Design Substantiation tests 
were initiated on the engine and the solenoid valve. This hardware was identical 
• in every way to the Qualification engine design. Where possible, Qual procedures 
etc., were used - the expiicit objectives were: 
\ 
1. Steady State Engine Performance 
2. 
(a) 
\ 
Demonstrate the effect of the supply propellant temperature 
upon thrust, Isp and O/F. 
\ 
(b) Demonstrate\the effect of run time t;tpon thrust, Isp and O/F. 
I i 
(c) Demons~rate ~he effect of variable 6/F upon the engine 
specif~c imp~lse. I' 
I I 
(~) Demonstrate $afe engine operating df off design O/Fls with 
I hot propella6ts. I 
\ I 
(e) Define transi~nt and steady state ~ngine operating temperatures 
at design an~ off O/F design cond~tions. 
pulse Performance ~I : / 
I I ' 
,,' (l1 
I ' 
I(a) Define the pu~se specific impulse, total impulse and O/F for 
, various pulse bn times as a fuqction of: 
\ / 
1. Valve full \ open mismatch / 
2. Propellant Itemperature I 
I I 3. Valve voltage I 
4. Of'f time I I 
, I 
I 
I / I :- I I I I 
I / I I 
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Ignition Behavior . 
(a) Determine the maximum ignition pressure levels obtained at 
various valve mismatches and 170 psia manifold pressures 
when the engine component temperatures are the minimum 
expected (Qual design). 
(b) Determine the maximum ignition pressure levels resulting from 
pulses conducted with off design manifold pressures at a 
design valve mismatch. 
The Design Substantiation Test of the propellant injector valves 
of the Apollo Qualification engine configuration were conducted principally to 
provide assurance of Qualification test capability on a component level. Since 
the predominant valve failure mode had been seal leakage, the objectives were 
. directed toward demonstrating sufficient seal life. Based on considerable 
evidence'that the seal design utilized on this valve is subject to wear and 
this wear is accelerated by various environments, the tests were designed to 
expose the valves to a cyclic pattern of these environments which would simu-
late a seal wear condition as severe as that which will be experienced during 
engine qualification. 
The valve configuration being tested (pIN 228198 and 228199) was 
identical to the AFRM 009 design (pIN 228109 and 228111) on a geometrical basis. 
There were detail differences; the most significant of which are listed below. 
These changes are, all related to seat assembly and its detail parts. The 
differences are: 
1. The seat assembly detail parts (in~ert, seal, and seat) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
A change in the insert detail to provide a recess for the 
Teflon seal (this recess was previously in the ,seat detail). 
An insignificant geometric change to the Teflon seal. 
A change in the seat detail compatible with the seal recess 
in the insert. 
2. The seat assembly details of the Qual configuration were assembled 
by cooling the insert and seal with liquid nitrogen and squeezing 
them into the heated seat. 'With the AFRM 009 assembly, the insert 
was cooled with N2 and the seat was heated and the Teflon seal 
remained at room temperature just prior to squeezing into an 
assembly. 
c. A closer fit between the'valve body and the seat assembly register 
diameters has reduced possible body seat eccentricity • 
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. There was no evidence of a change in the Teflon physical character-
istics at roam temperature due to the liquid nitrogen soak prior to assembly. 
Based on results from that portion of the Apollo valve DST program 
completed, it became apparent that the 228198 and 228199 valve assemblies had 
the sealing capability necessary for successful engine Qualification test per-
formance. Four valves of the present configuration (two fuel and two oxidizer) 
were subjected to over 12,000 cycles of operation (including 10,000 cycles 
vith propellant), and-exposed to 200°F and 20°F (and actuated at these extremes). 
During this ~~osure, each val~e was measured at 1east.~8 ti~~s for leakage 
(a total of 72 individual measUrements); and of these me~surements, 7 were 
made during or after the propellant exposure. During onty 7 of these measure-
ments (total for all valves) was any measurable leakage detected, and the maxi-
mum· periodic 1eakage checks '\-Tere made and plastic molds made of the seats before 
and after'io,OOO cycles in propellants. 
The original Design 'Substantiation Program (DST) was expanded to 
include off deSign ignition tests and minimum and maximum temperature environ-
mental tests to the Qual yest conditions and included a second engine, as well 
a~ the conduct of a Pre-Qualification test phase to check out procedures, test 
setups, etc. Ste~ state and pulse runs showed satisfactory operation, and 
ignition tests showed the engine did not generate ignition spikes of sufficient 
level to cause harchmre degradation. Maximum pressures e.ncountered were 2900 
psi which occurred under off deSign conditions of a 10 roB oxidizer lead. . 
t Temperature tests did indicate design deficiencies. Under hot pro-
pellant conditions (injector\head approximately 300°F, valves 175°F, and pro-
pellants 100°F)', oxidizer flow rate decreases were n9ted. Subsequent teardown 
reVealed that the seat had· degraded to the point where the flow vTaS being 
, I ' 
affected. During ignition testing, a fuel valve exh~bited excessive leakage. 
. D~ign SUbstantia~ion and pre-QualificaJion tes~s sh~ed the need 
for the foUoJing c~anges: } I 
1. Valve seat modifiqation to provide betJer resistance to high 
temperature. \ / 
. \ 
2. propel~ant degassi~ to be accomplished frequently during 
q~2ification testing. I 
J \. 
3. Changes to test set~ps to accomplish better temperature condition-
ing and temperaturelmeasurement. / 
I I 
t / 
I / 
i ,I 
I .' i 
! / 
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As a result of the DST valve seat problem, a high temperature pro-
pellant exposure valve program was started to determine the operational modes 
and mechanism under which such leakage would occur. The seat assemblies used 
were: 
(a) Double angie, glass filled Teflon design which failed test. 
(b) Double angle, pure TFE grade 7 Teflon. --
. (c) Single angle, pure TFE grade 7 Teflon (design developed by TMe 
IR&D). The single and double angle configurations are depicted 
in Figure 77. 
(a) 
The tests performed were: 
Valve actuation at high and lot·, propellant temperatures, with 
steady state pressure drops measured before and after cyclic test. 
Vibration to the boost levels of the present requirements. 
(c) Regular GN2 leakage checks, in which the valve 'flaS totally sub-
merged in water (ambient leak check) or alcohol (+35°F leak check) 
and the -valve oriented to permit direct observation of the poppet 
seat area. The valves were disassembled and visually inspected 
at regular intervals to assess the effects of the tests. 
During the early phases of testing, the single angle TFE Teflon 
seat showed considerable promise, while the double angle seat (with both the' 
filled and unfilled Teflon) indicated sufficient Teflon flow, in contrast to 
the single angle seat, to preclude further evaluation. Consequently, the major 
part of the investigation was directed toward ensuring the suitability of the 
Single angle, pure TFE Teflon seat for qualification testing. 
I 
- , 
This program was, in reality, a continuation of th~ valve seat 
development program, undertaken in late 1964. Engine tests}Were also conducted 
to evaluate the new single angle,pure Teflon seat configuration. The valve 
seats, during hot calibrations, were heated to 175°F and no valve seat leakage 
occurred. 
During mid-Summer 1965, helium saturation tests were conducted on 
the engine to determine engine operation stability when operated with propellants 
saturated ~Tith gaseous helium. Early results indicated the engine operated with 
- stability under all conditions, where helium was used as the pressurant and satur-
ating gas. A crosscheck, using gaseous nitrogen as the .pressurant and saturating 
gas, resulted indefinite unstable engine operation. However, subsequent testing 
with helium showed thrust oscillations occurring intermittently at afrcquency 
,( 
'd-
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of 300 to 350 cps and an amplitude of Pc up'to + 50 psi. Measurable specific' 
impulse does not appear to be affected and ignition overpressures increased in 
magnitude. 
Although it became definite that helium saturation had to be con-
sidered in the design of the engine, it was decided to conduct the Qualification 
Test Program with "degassedll -(low saturation level) propellants pressurized with 
helium for tre initial calibration tests ,on three engines and run one Qualifica-
tion engine ,through its ccmplete test matrix with IIdegas,sed ll propellants. Hel-
ium effects tests yere to be-conducted in parallel with Qualification. 
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v. QUALIFICATION 
North American approvals of Qualification drawings, Qualification Test 
Procedures, and End Item Acceptance Test Procedures were received on August 13, 
1965. Selection and instrumentation of Qualification Engines #1 and ff2 were 
accomplished on August 14, 1965, Engines #3, #4, and #5 were selected on 
August 18, 26, and 30, 1965, respectively. . 
The Qualification engines, TMC PiN 228687 were: 
Engine Number Serial Number Letter Description 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0002 
0009 
0005 
0013 
0017 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
The first of the five engines began Qualification testing on August 16, 1965. 
Marquardt Report Al051-A, dated 9 August 1965, is the Qualification 
Test Plan and Procedures. All requirements for inspection and testing were in 
accordance with NASA NPC 200-2. 
A. Qualification Test 
Figure 78 presents the Qualification test matrix for the five 
engines, and the following presents a brief description of each test • 
. / 
Calibration Test Three types of calibration testq'were conducted 
on the Qualification engines; these were with "HOT", "AMBIENT", 'and "COLD" pro-
pellant temperatures. The tests consisted of several series of pulses, plus 
steady state f'iring, in order to determine engine performance/characteristics. 
The "HOT" calibration was conducted with lOO°F propellant tell{peratures and 
valve voltages of 24 volts. The "AMBIENT" calibration was /conducted with 75°F 
propellant temperatures and valve voltages of 27 volts dc/ The IICOLD" calibra-
tion was conducted with 40°F propellant temperatures and valve voltages of 
30 volts dc. . 
Transportation Shock Test The engine, packed in the shipping 
container, was subjected to a terminal peak sawtooth shock of 30 gls with a 
period of.ll milliseconds in each direction of the three orthogonal axes. 
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QUAUFICATION TEST PROGRAM 
Tent Tent Name No. 
" Calibration Tcst (Ambient) ... 
I) 
,- Jhock (TranDportat1on) 
3 Vibration (TranDportation) 
4 Humidity 
... Snlt, Fog . 
. 
" 0 Static Load 
., Booat Vibration I 
8 Boost nnd Space Vibration 
9 Electrical and Structural Integrity 
10 Calibrotion Test (Hot) 
11 Calibration Tcst (Cold) 
12 Misaion Simulation (lio~) 
1; Mission Simulation (Cold) 
ll~ Pulse Operotion Survey 
15 Calibration Tent (Ambient) . 
16 MinGion Colibration (~bient)' 
11 Orbit Retrograde 
18 Direct Coil Duty Cycle 
19 ~nlibrnt1on (Ambient) 
20 lUcctricnl and Structural Integrity 
Totnl vnlve actuutions 
Total ourn time (seconds) 
Propellants (Controlled Saturation) 
Fuel - ASO 
Oxidizer - ~20 4 
Pressurant - Hel ium 
1-123 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
, . 
DX 
X 
X 
18,1~91 
1,490 
Engine Number 
2 3 4 5 
X X X X-
X X 
X X 
X X X X 
. 
X 
. 
X 
X X, X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
15,057 11,507 11,1~63 16,100' 
1,158 
. . 
1,461 1,393 1,405 
Figure 78 
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Transportation Vibration Test The engine, packed in the shipping 
container, was subjected to a sinusoidal vibration for 1 hour in each of the 
three orthogonal axes. The vibration levels were as follows: 
Ii 
Frequency 
10 to 27.5 cps 
27.5"to 52 cps 
52. to 500 cps ) 
Level 
+1.56 g's. 
0.043 inch double amplitude. 
+ 6.0 gil'S. 
\ 
Space Vibrat~on Test The engine was subjected to random vibra-
tion levels as might be encountered during operation of 'the upper stages of a 
launch vehicle in space.: The engine was at the minimum temperature to be ex-
pected during a space mission. Vibration was conducted for 10 minutes in each 
axis with levels as follows: -
20 to 100\CPS 
100 to 2000 cps 
Linear increase on a log-log 
scale from 0.003. to 0.15 g2/cps. 
Constant 0.015 g2/cps. 
" 
\ 
Boost Vibration Test The engine was subj.ected to random vibra-
tion levels as might be encountered during operation of the first stages of a 
launch vehicle. Engine temperatures were ambient. .Test duration was 5 minutes 
i~ each axis at the following vibration levels: 
'\ , 
10 to 90 cps il 0.0~5 g2/cps at 10 cps with an 
" \ increase of 3 db per octave to 
" " I 0.5J g2/cp's at 90 cps. 
90 to 250 Cps\ ' C01stant at 0.5 g2/cps. 
J 250 to 2000 cps O.~ g2/cps at 250 cps with a 
{ decrease of 3 db per octave to 
i' 0106 g2/cps at 2000 cps. , 
Static Load Test \- The engine was subjected to tests which simu-
lated the expected static air;~oads during launch. Loads were applied at 2.42 
and 7.84 inches from the engin'e mounting flange J The loads applied were in-
creased tOla maximum of 210 and 319 pounds at the two loading points. No engine 
damage or' deformation resulted~ from the test. I 
\ I • 
Humidity Test - The engine was subjected to an environment of 
greater than 95% relative humidity and a temperature in excess of 125°F for 
10 days. / / 
I j 
• I I " 
I I 
I ! 
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Pulse Operation Survey - An engine was subjected to two surveys 
of 4000 pulses with a range of pulse widths from·10 to 500 milliseconds and at 
various repetition rates resulting in 10 to 300 millisecond off times. 
Salt Fog Test The engine was subjected to 48 hours of a salt 
fog environment of Method 509 of MIL-STD-810. 
Orbit Retrograde Test The engine "Tas subjected to a test to 
demonstrate capability for safe steady state operation for 500 seconds. 
, Mdssion Simulation Test The engine was subjected to a series 
of 5,650 pulses with a total burn time of 530 seconds to simulate firing se-
quences to s~ulate operation during a typical mission. Tests ,were conducted 
at "HOT", "AMBIENT", and "COLD" conditions, as in the Calibration Test. 
Direct Coil Duty Cycle Test The engine was operated with 21 
and 32 volts dc, using the direct coil, and with static valve inlet pressures 
of 181 and 250 psia. The engine was tested with pre-firing temperature at 
ambient and at minimum non-operative levels. 
Electrical and Structural Integrity Test Each Qualification 
test engine was tested for electrical and structural integrity at the completion 
of a series or environmental tests, arid again at the completion of firing tests. 
The engine was pressure checked to demonstrate structural integrity. The valves 
were subjected to a transient voltage spike of 50 volts peak with a pulse width 
10 microseconds to demonstrate that they would not be damaged by transient vol-
tage. The valve response and resistance characteristics were measured and com-
pared with characteristics determined during acceptance testing to demonstrate 
electrical integrity. ' 
.J 
i 
On 17 September, approximately one month after the fs~art of the 
Qualification Program, Qual Engine No. 2 (designated as Engine B), experienced 
a combustion chamber failure during cold mission testing. : 
, j' 
During the conduct ~f the cold mission test an/i~dication of a 
large oxidizer leak was observed part way through the run/ The test was halted 
and attempts made to determine the cause of the leak. Pressure checks of the 
facility did not reveal the cause and the altitude chamber was opened and visual 
observation of the engine revealed the damage. A failure investigation was 
promptly initiated and all hot firing testing of Qual engines was suspended. 
Evaluation of the data during the failure runs indicated that an explosion 
,occurred in the oxidizer passages of the injector head during the sixth pulse 
of the failure run. This explosion caused severe damage to the oxidizer seat 
which in turn resulted in a massive oxidizer leak, which continued until the 
end of the run. As a result of the oxidizer leak, the 'combustion chamber failed 
..... 
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~' on the 20th pulse due to an ignition pressure spike. All of the above was 
substantiated by various parameter traces recorded during the run. 
During the investigation, tests were conducted on a Development 
engine to attempt repetition of the Engine B failure. Injector head explosions 
were generated under the temperature and duty cycle conditions with valves 
which did not leak. Additional tests demonstrated that the explosions were 
caused by fuel being retained in the oxidizer propellant passages from the end 
of one engine firing until the beginning of the next. The presence of this 
fuel then caused an explosion when the oxidizer was introduced. Tests indicated 
the occurrence of such explosions are strongly dependent upon engine temperatures, 
times between engine firings, and engine back press.ures. Tests were also con-
ducted with monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and revealed that ignition pressures were 
much lmTer than those with Aerozine-50. 
The formal Failure/Malfunction Report,(FMR 279-110) for the structur-
al failure of Qualification Engine B was submitted to NAA/S&ID on November 5, 
1965. The report established the cause of failure as being an explosion.in the 
injector oxidizer passageway which damaged the oxidizer valve seat, resulting 
in a large oxidizer leak. The oxidizer leak led to combustion chamber over-
pressures during subsequent pulses, and finally to a chamber failure. 
The failure report concluded that the failure mode experienced was 
caused by operating the engine under improper environmental conditions. It was 
established by test and analysis that the injector head explosion which led to 
the failure was caused by the relatively high engine back pressure maintained 
in the Uarquardt Test Cell (i.e., Cell No.1). It was shmm that the explosion 
would not have occurred in the tr~e space environment. 
A program of additional work to understand the transport mechanism 
for getting fuel into the oxidizer manifold was conducted and any abnormal oxid-
izer inlet manifold overpressure was classified as a "zot". The results 'of this 
program are presented in TMC Report s-483 and discussed in Chapter 3. 
Hot firing tests of the Qualification program were resumed on October 
28, 1965. 
A replacement engine for Engine B was selected and completed ambient 
calibration tests on November 23, 1965. The engine selected was siN 0049 and was 
designated as Engine Bl. The taped portion of the cold mission simulation test 
was conducted in ~~C's Cell 9 rather than Cell 1 in order to obtain a closer sim-
ulation of space conditions. • 
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Engine A completed final testing on November 22, 1965; Engine C on 
December 7, 1965; Engine D completed all tests on November 8, 1965; Engine E 
completed final tests on December 14, 1965, and Engine Bl completed all tests 
on December 31, 1965. The Qualification Test Report, TMC Report Al057, was 
submitted to NAA/S&ID on 17 January 1966 •. All five engines successfully completed 
the structural, environmental and firing tests. Figures 78 through 85 present 
the performance of Engine A during the Qualification test and the average pulse 
performance for all five engines. . 
'; 
,A summary of planned and actual valve actuations and firing times 
are presented below:' / \ 
, 
'\ 
---., --- --·-i---------·- .. ,- i 
tl '. Valve !Actuations Firing T:tine - Seconds 
, . Planned .: Actual Planned Actual 
.. _------ -----_._- ... -- .. - ... _-. 
Engine No 
• 1 17,220 
" 
18,491 1446 1490.37 
: 
Engine No 
• 2 13,147 15,057 1562 1758.38 
· 
3 17,173 \ 17,507 1399 1467.22 
, I 
• 4 10,538 
:t 11,463 1360 1393.05 \ I 
. Engine No 
Engine No 
Engine No 
· 
5 15,673 16,100 1374 1404.50 
. In summary, the \Apollo SM RCS Engine Qualification Test Program 
was successfully completed. 'I ! 
All engine "en~irbnmenta~ tests were suclessfully c·ompleted. They 
demonstrated capability of the engine to reliably meet the requirements of 
boo~t and spape vibration, bqost air loading, trans~ortation shock ani vibration 
and high humidity and corrosiye salt fog exposure ds defined in NAA/S&ID Procure-
ment Specification Me 9Ol-00~E. J. 
. Six engines were ~ired during this pr9gram. One was damaged due to 
a facility-induced explosion w,ithin the injector.! Periodic checks of the other . 
five engines'/ electrical and s'"j:;ructural integrity vrere made throughout the test 
program. Th~y demonstrated a high level of consistency of component operational 
characteristics, with no degradation of engine steals. . 
: \ / 
The five engines wtiich suc~essfullf completed the Qualification Test 
Program demonstrated greater operational life/capability than'that required by 
the test plan. I / 
! . / 
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TOTAL IMPULSE VS. VALVE VOLTAGE 
QUALIFICATION TEST 
ENGINE NUMBER 1 
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At the conclusion of the firing tests, all five engines were capable 
of further operation, indicating operational capability in excess of that re~uired. 
The Qualification Program demonstrated that the performance of the 
R-4D engine met or exceeded all specification performance re~uirements that were 
to be demonstrated, with one relatively minor exception (hot injector thrust 
decay time for pulses of greater than 40 ms duration). The test provided the 
first significant statistical sample of data on this engine design. Based on 
these data, Marquardt recommended specification changes to more accurately define 
steady state specific impulse, steady state.mixture.ratio, pulse specific impulse, 
pulse mixture ratiO, and hot injector thrust decay rates. 
The program resulted in improved knowledge on engine propellant flow 
rates. Testing of Engine No. 5 revealed errors in the propellant flowmeter cali-
brations used both for Acceptance and Qualification testing. These errors were 
found to be caused by using water instead of propellant as the calibrating fluid. 
As a result, f10wmeters have since been calibrated on propellant. 
The program resulted in improved knowledge of the processes that 
occur during engine shutdmin, both in the test cell and in space. Engine No. 2 
was damaged during the cold mission simulation test. The resulting failure in-
vestigation sh~1ed that this situation was due to processes which happen on 
.shutdown and restart in the faCility, and would not occur in space. This inves-
tigation sheds light on similaF inst~~ces that have occurred both on this program 
and on other rocket development programs.' 
B. Off Limits Test 
Immediately following the Qualification Program, an Off Limits Test 
Program was initiated. The five Qualification Engin~s were used for these tests 
and disassembly of the engines was postponed Until the completion of the Off 
Limits Test Program. The purpose of this program was to increase confidence in 
design margins 'by conducting tests at off design conditions. Testing 'VTaS initia-
ted on January 13, 1966 and post checks on all engines were completed by 27 Jan-
uary 1966 except for Engine No.3, which was completed on 3 March 1966. 
A brief description' of 'each test is as follows: 
Pulse Operation Survey Two additional Pulse Operation Surveys 
were conducted. The pulse survey consisting of subjecting an engine to two 
surveys of 4000 pulses 'Vlith a range of pulse widths from 10 to 500 milliseconds 
and at various repetition rates resulting, in 10 to 300 millisecond off times. 
Hot Oxidizer Test One engine 'VTas subjected to 60 second engine 
firings with the oxidizer temperature at 120°F and at 150°F. 
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2100 Second Run Two engines were subjected to 2100 seconds of 
continuous steady state operation. 
Boost Vibration One engine was subjected to increasing vibration 
to a maximum vibration equal to 3 times the power spectral density listed below: 
10 to 90 cps 
I; 
90 to 250 cps / 
;: ;'250 to 2000 or 
0.055g2/cps at 10 cps w~th an increase of 
3 db per octave to 0.5 g /cps at 90 cps. 
Constant at 0.5g2/cps. \ 
, I 
0.5 g2/cps at 250 cps Jit~ a decrease of 
3 db per octave to 0.06: g /cps at 2000 cps. 
Valve Leakage:Test Document engine ignition characteristics when 
operated with simulated leakage rates of known amounts of oxidizer and fuel. No 
economical method of simulating controlled leakage was found in the time available. 
Therefore, at the request of North American, Space Division, further investigations 
of the optimum 'controlled ~eakage method and subsequent testing of Engine No.5 
were terminated. \ 
I' 
Post Examination The engines were subjected to Electrical and 
Structural Integrity tests. The engines were checked as follows: 
The engine was pressure checked to demonstrate structural integrity. 
The: valves 'VTere subjected to\a transient voltage spike of 50 volts peak with a 
pulse width of 10 microseconds to demonstrate that they would not be damaged 
by transient voltage. The valve response and resistance characteristics were 
measured and compared w:th 'characteristics determined during acceptance testing 
to demonstrate electrical integrity. . i 
. Th~ engines were ~hen disassembled for l~tailed inspection and' 
engineering evaluation. i 
The Off Limits test matrix and a listin of total valve actuations 
and burn time for each engine is shown below. j 
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Qualification Engine Nwnber 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 
Pulse Operation Survey ,(twice) X X 
Hot Oxidizer Test X 
2100 Second Run X X 
Boost Vibration X 
Post Examination ,x X X X X 
Total Valve Actuations 8,062 8,042 29 25 0 
Total Burn Time Seconds 3,042 3,062 0 135 0 
*Total Valve Actuations 26,553 23,099 17,536 11,488 16,100 
,*Total Burn Time Seconds '4,532 4,820 1,467 1,528 1,405 
*Actuations and burn times include totals accwnulated during Qualification 
, Testing and Off-Limits Testing. 
Propellants (Controlled Saturation) 
Fuel - A-50 
Oxidizer - N204 
Pressurant - Helium 
All requirements of the Apollo SM RCS Engine Off-Limit Test Program 
were successfully completed. Engines No. 1 and No. 2 success~ully demonstrated 
the life capabilities of the Part Number (pIN 228687) Engine-i,-design. Each engine 
completed two Pulse Operation Surveys and a continuous 2l0d second steady state 
,run. Engines No.3 and No.4 documented the design margin'of the piN 228687 , 
engine. Engine No. 3 successfully completed a Vibration Test at three times 
the level anticipated during the boost phase. Engine No. 4 demonstrated opera-
tion with hot'propellants up to 150°F. Engine No.5 was reserved for the valve 
leak test; however, difficulties in establishing a technique for controlling 
ver,y low flow leaks precluded testing the engine. 
At the conclusion of the above specified tests, the electr,ical and 
structural integrity of all four engines was verified by the Post Check Test. 
The successful completion of this test indicated that all four engines were 
capable of further operation. 
;1 
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This conclusion was further verified by the Post Examination tear-
down inspection of the five engines. Inspection of the disassembled parts did 
not reveai any engine design and/or operational deficiencies which would prevent 
the engine from exceeding reliable operating and total operating life re~uire­
ments. 
TMC Report Al058 dated 20 May 1966 presented in detail the results 
of the Off-Limits Test Program. 
C. Helium Effects and Ignition Tests 
Concurrent with the conduct of the Off-Limits Test Program, a helium 
effects program was conducted to evaluate the effect of helium saturated 
propellants on the engine and to conduct ignition tests under saturated'propell-
ant conditions. Special e~uipment was designed, developed and installed in the 
propellan~ tanks. 
This special saturating e~uipment consisted of paddles or stirrers 
which continually agitated the propellant during the saturation period. Samples 
of the saturated propellant were delivered to Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
~ for analysis. Results showed that propellants, pressurized to 180 psia $ with mechanical stirrers in the tanks agitating the propellant, would exceed 9CJfo 
of their ultimate steady state saturation level in one (1) hour of exposure for 
fuel and four (4) hours for Oxidizer. Figures 86 and 87 present these results. 
With respect to the ignition tests, important points were uncovered, 
one being that helium bubbles were being trapped in the propellant system and 
when one 'VlaS located properly with respect to the valve injector assembly, large 
ignition pressures would occur. Secondly, a large ignition pressure experienced 
at normal zero fuel lead condition was accompanied by. long engine ignition delays 
(greater than 4 ms after last valve full open) and ignition delays of 8 to 9 ms 
were not uncommon, with 1 to 3 milliseconds being the nonnal delay. On oxidizer 
lead starts (6 fus), engine ignition fre~uently occurred prior to the initiation 
of fuel flow. This occurred during pulse with 100 ms off time and definitely in-
dicates the presence of residual fuel. Testing continued with further setup 
modifications including equipment for introducing sized and measured gas bubbles 
in both the oxidizer and fuel propellant lines plus capability for firing of the 
engine in the bell up position. Subsequent testing ina vertical up position with 
predetermined sized bubbles disclosed that no ignition pressure occurred with the 
engine at temperature conditions of ambient (Thead = Tthroat = 70 + 20oF) or cold 
(!head = 30 ± IOoF; Tthroat = OOF). The presence of a helium bubble in either pro-
pellant systems did, however, affect various ignition parameters. The ignition de-
lay increased as a function of bubble size in both propellant systems, but this 
effect was more pronounced and orderly with oxidizer bubbles. The nominal mech-
anical fuel lead was 1.9 rns for these tests; however, the presence of gas 
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~ immediately upstream of a valve caused variations in the mechanical lead. The 
lead varied from 1.2 ms (average) with a .560 in3 oxidizer bubble to 2.4 ros 
(average) with a .520 in3 fuel bubble. 
" The ignition delay was not influenced by either engine temperature 
or propellant condition (saturated or degassed) for all tests for which a helium 
bubble was present. However, for runs without 'a helium bubble against a valve 
seat, an influence ,was observed. ,The ignition delay for runs with no bubble 
and degassed propellants ranged from 2.5 ms to 5.5 ms, as opposed to 10 ms with 
saturated propellants under the same engine temperature conditions. Only one 
"no bubble" run was made with saturated propellants and a cold engine; the ig-
nition delay for this run was 2.5 ms. Ignition delays of 10 ms were noted for 
an ambient engine under the same saturated propellant and "no bubble" conditions. 
Data obtained during the helium effects program led to a better, al-
though still incomplete understanding of the effects of helium dissolved in the 
propellants on the SM RCS engine ignition and performance' characteristics. In 
general, the data indicate that helium saturated propellants have an adverse 
effect on engine performance margins. 
Steady state and pulse performance did not appear to be affected by ~ helium saturation of the propellants at design conditions. However, at off 
design conditions, engine roughness was experienced. Combinations of high 
head and propellant temperature with high olF ratios (o/F = 2.2) and/or lmr 
thrust levels (90 pounds) resuited in thrust oscillations as large as + 25 
pounds. The limited test results indicate engine performance during periods 
of thrust oscillation to be lower. 
Ignition characteristics of the engine appeared to be compromised 
during operation with helium saturated propellants. Ignition delay times 
measured during these tests were significantly longer when the engines were 
operated on saturated propellants than when operated on unsaturated propellants. 
High ignition overpressures (with normal fuel lead valve timing) are usually 
associated with long ignition delays. Results of vertical up firing tests, 
where known volume helium bubbles were injected immediately upstream of the 
propellant valves, demonstrated that an effective oxidizer valve lead can occur 
when helium comes out of the solution into the propellant. Subsequent testing 
was conducted to determine ,the regime of engine duty cycles where potentially 
destructive engine overpressures did not occur. These tests were conducted 
using oxidizer leads to simulate saturated, bubbly propellant. Test results 
indicate that engine duty cycle and chamber temperature definitely affect the 
maximum ignition spike pressure level. 
TMC Report S-501 dated 29 June 1966 presents the results of the 
helium effects program. 
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The results of the helium effects program pointed out the need to 
conduct further tests including ignition tests to define the most critical 
engine operating duty cycle modes at various engine temperatures and to deter-
mine the minimum combustor temperature for which safe ignition spike levels 
can be reliablY predicted and controlled with helium saturated propellants. 
An arc suppression program was conducted early in 1966 to evaluate 
the effects 'of the arc suppression circuit on the performance of the propellant 
valves. Ana'lysis of·-test data obtained in testing valves with the arc suppress-
ion circuitry in the pulser setup revealed that the dirqct coil circuit arc 
, / 
suppression affected the valve performance as follows: , 
, \, 
1.:',. There was no aiscernible effect on automatic! coil operation. 
-;:--"::,.,-: i ~. I 
, i 
2. 
3. 
4. 
I 
Direct coil opening times are increased by 5 ms for the fuel 
valve and by ,,10 Iru3 for the oxidizer valve. 
Direct coil closing times are increased by a factor of 7 for 
the fuel valvt and by a factor of 9 for the oxidizer valve. 
During direct ,coil closing, the oxidizer valve will occasionally 
close before the fuel valve. 
. 
Subsequently, an engine test program utilizing arc suppression circuitry .Tas 
performed and will be discussed later.' 
D. Minimum Chamber "rremperature Test 
I 
As a result.. of, t4e helium effects progr¥1, a minimum chamber temp-
erature mapping program was donducted. The objective was to define "red line" 
conditions for up attitude ffring with saturated pr~pellants at cell pressures 
less than' O~Of psia. \ I ' . 
The major paramet~rs which were speCifically evaluated were: 
(a) The effect o~ engine attitude (vertical up or vertical down) 
. on ignition pressure. / i II I 
(b) A comparison pi ignition characteristics for two fuels (MWf 
and Aerozine-~O) when, used with N204 oxidizer. 
\ / ' (c) A comparison of the effects of combustion chamber material 
(steel, aluminhm) on ignition' characteristics. 
I / 
I / 
I 
\ 
I 
1 
\ 
[ 
i 
I 
/ 
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(d) A comparison of ignition characteristics using helium-
saturated and unsaturated propellants. 
(e) A traverse of engine 'conditioning temperatures (5°F to 8o°F) 
to determine minimum safe temperature firing range. 
(f) Evaluation of firing mode effects, including pulse width, 
engine "ON" and ,"OFF" times, programmed ignition lead for 
oxidizer, cycle frequency, and firing duration, as related 
to ignition overpressurization. 
A total of eight engine tests were run during the program. These 
tests are summarized in Figure 88 which lists the engine attitude and the pro-
pellants employed for each test. 
Ignition overpressurization throughout the program can generally 
be attributed to the "condensed phase" explosion mechanism, where an accumula-
tion of unburnt propellants and combustion products are condensed on the walls 
of the combustion chamber, as residues from preceding shor~-duration pulses. 
, ' 
The ignition overpressurization almost invariably ,occurred on an 
oxidizer lead pulse, following previous short pulses. The criteria employed 
for this program for definition of "overpressurization" was a combustion chamber 
pressure in excess of 750 psia measured on a Kistler pressure transducer. 
influences. 
follovTs: 
1. 
2. 
4.,' 
The level of ignition overpressurization "Tas modified by various 
Some of these modifying influences, and their results, are as 
. /' 
The use of MMH fuel resulted in lower peak ignition/pressures 
than the use of Aerozine-50/N204 propellant combination. 
Colder conditioning temperature's for the engine hardware resulted 
in higher ignition peak. pressures. // 
I 
Ignition pressures varied as a function of "OFF" ,times between 
pulses. The peak pressures for the Aerozine-50/N204 propellant 
canbination occurred at II OFF " times of 1000 milliseconds, while 
for the MMH/N204 combination the highest pressures were at 100 
to 200 milliseconds "OFF" times. 
The combustor material also influenced the level of the ignition 
overpressurization. This is attributed to the thermal diffusivity 
of the material. 
~I 
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Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
StJI.!MARY OF MnmruN 'J:'.ENPF:RA'lURE IGNITION OVERPRESSURIZATION TESTS 
NIL-PAD G 
Prep-ellants 
• Engine Date Test Runs Atti- Satu- Un-No. tude Ox Fuel satu-rated 
rated 
12285-001-11 5/8 3407 130-147 Up Green MNH X N204 
11606-001-8 5/12 3407 148-155 Up Green Ml.fH x N204 
11606-001-9 5/13-14 3407 156-204 Dow Green M!.fH x N204 
5/15, 18 3407 . 205-240 Green 11606.001-10 Down N204 A-50 X 
. 
5/18-19 Green 11606-001-11 3407 241-311 Down N204 
A-50 x 
5/24 Green 11606-001-12 3407 312-325 Up N204 
. A-50 X 
... 
Green & 
14100-001 5/26, 6/6 3407 326-774 Down Brown A-50 X X 
N204 
14200-001 . 6/13-20 3419 341 Dow Green A-50 X N204 M!.fH 
.. ' 
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Large' (AI 2800) ox mani-
fold pressUre 
Large (> 5000) ox mani-
fold pressure 
Good ignition; largest 
chamber pressure = 750 
psia 
Movies; good ignition; 
largest chamber pres-
sure "" 1100 psia 
Good ignitionj largest 
chamber pressure = 
1850 psia 
Poor ignitionj ox man!-
fold pressure > 5000 
pBia 
Figure 88 
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5. The gas content of the propellant (saturated or unsaturated) 
had no significant effect on ignition overpressurization for 
firings which were programmed with oxidizer leads (to sim~ate 
a bubble blocking the fuel lead). 
6. Long ignition delays were experienced with the engine firing 
in the "vertica1-.up ll position. 
7. 'The chamb~r-head seal ring cavity influenced the occurrence 
and magnitude of the ignition pressure due tb an apparent accumu-
lation' of residue in the cavity. Evidence 0+ explosions in the 
cavity was found on this hardware after testing. When this 
':", '. cavity was filled with an O-ring or gasket material, these 
, .i effects were eliminated. 
8. Engine firing. attitude apparently affected the frequency of 
occurrence of'both'sea1 ring cavity explosions and injector 
head oxidizer manifold explosions because of gravity drain of 
the unburned dombustion residues to those areas. Analysis 
indicates that lower cell pressures would aid in prevention of 
these problems' by increasing residue' 'evaporation rates. 
TMC Report A1065 dated 16 November 1966 presents the results of 
the Minimum Chamber Temperature Evaluation Program. 
E. \ structural Proof·, Test 
\ 
\ 
\ 
During July 19,66, an engine Structural P:roof Test Program was 
initiated. The object of the '\Minimum Safe Temperatuz;e Mapping program using 
the SM RCS engine with aluminum or steel combustors, :Kistler pressure instru-
mentation, and;helium saturate~ MMH and A-50 fuel, was to determine the mini-
mum temperatur~ where engine dkmaging ignitions wou1~ not occur. Comparison 
of the measured ignition press~res with molybdenum combustor ultimate fracture 
pressures, however, was inconclusive because of the/lack of knowledge concerning 
localized stresses in the combiistor during a high pressure ignition'. The ob-
jective of the Proof Test was therefore to demonsttate, by using a molybdenum 
combustor during testing, what ~he minimum safe temperature is when using 
helium saturated A-50 and MMH fuel with "green" <9.4 to 0.8% NO content) NTO 
oxidizer. ~e minimum safe temperature with eac~' fuel was to be demonstrated 
by firing over 500 pulses at numerous duty cycles in the Up, Horizontal and 
Down firing attitudes without ddmaging the engin~. \ ( 
I . / 
Test demonstration of the structural adequacy of the SM ReS engine 
was accomplished by conducting numerous pulse ,runs at certain temperature con-
ditions.in the Up, Horizontal and Down firing'attitudes. The following Table 
identifies the three engines used, their former designation, and their former 
usage. , I 
I 
I, 
\ , 
~ 
/ 
I 
/ 
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Proof Test Engine . Fo~er Designation Fo~er Usage 
-
p/N.228686-50l, siN 0002 piN 228687, siN 0002 Qual Engine No. 1 
pIN 228686-50i, SiN 0049 PiN 228687, SiN 0049 Qual Engine No. 2 
pIN 228686-501, siN 0234 piN 228687, siN 0234 New Engine 
: 
The engines used for these tests were modified by replacing the 
original chamber expansion bell by a test "bell" vThich adapts to the test fac-
ility duct and collects combustion residue condensed in the bell when firing 
in the Up attitude. Figure 89 schematically shows an engine with the modified 
bell in the Up firing attitude as well as instrumentation points. The O-ring 
flange seals against the facility duct (see Figure 90). 
Extensive facility modifications were made for conduct of these 
tests. These modifications give ATL-Pad G the folloWing capabilities. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Low environmental pressure (demonstrated as low as 0.00015, psia)., 
Space radiation simulation using a black surfaced radiation 
sleeve surrounding the chamber that is maintained a~jiquid 
nitrogen temperature. 
Engine firing in any attitude without facility modification. 
Video monitoring of preigni ter and main chamber,~·~bustion. 
I 
Figure 90 shows the facility with an engine installed in the Up 
firing attitude. The very low cell pressure capability is achieved' using the 
Root's blower inline with the steam exhaust system. The large cold trap upstream 
of the Root's blower is used to condense out unburned propellants (to protect 
the blower) and to improve pressure recovery time after engine firing. The 
cold trap requires periodic "defrosting" to eliminate the condensed material 
that accumulates on it. 
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The "Tit or "hammer'head" test chamber.with the engine mounted on 
one end and the TV camera on the other can be rotated, along with the propellant 
lines~ into any desired firing attitude by swiveling at the three locations in-
dicated on Figure 90. The necessity of swiveling the propellant lines made 
them undesirably long. ' To preclude 'long ignition delays that,are caused by 
long propellant lines, gas interface accumulators are installed just upstream 
of the propellant line swivel. The accumulators are located about six feet 
8W~ from the engine propellant valves, as compared to about four feet on the 
8M ReS. The accumulators were intended to function as small propellant tanks. 
The environmental can that surrounds the engine consists of a 
cryogenic sleeve surrounding the engine combustor and bell and. a GN2 ring used 
for approximate temperature conditicning. To simulate space radiation, the 
inside of the can was maintained at cell pressure using normally open check 
valves that close upon engine firing. The check valves, prevent combustion pro-
ducts :from condensing on the cryogenic sleeve and the engine, thereby affecting 
the radiation. 
The approach used to demonstrate the minimum safe temperature for 
the SM RCS engine was to test the engine in three attitudes: Up, Horizontal 
, and Down, at various nut temperatures with both A-50 and MMH fuel. Various 
types of pulse runs were conducted at each condition, and the success or failure 
criteria was whether or not the engine, particularly the molybd.enum combustor, 
lffiS damaged during this testing. The minimum temperature where a sufficient 
number and types of runs were made in all three attitudes without combustor 
failure would be considered the demonstrated minimum safe temperature. 
Engine temperature conditions were represented by the bell attach 
nut temperature. A given nut temperature designated an engine temperature dis-
tribution when the nut temperature is steady state in a space col51 soak situa-
tion; the energy needed to maintain this d,istribution being supplied by an 
electrical resistance heater attached to the injector head. The engine component 
temperature distributions and tolerances as 'used during the tept are given below: 
, ' !I' 
SPACE COLD SOAK ENGINE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES! ' 
Propellant 
Nut Te!!!Eer'ature Flan~e TemEerature' Head TemEerature TemEerature 
50 .:!: 5°F 69 .± 2°F As Required to 40 .± 5°F 
40 .:!: 5°F 58 :!: 2°F Obtain T t nu 40 :!: 5°F 
30 .:!: 5°F 47 .± 2°F and. T 40 .± 5°F flange. 
20 .:!: 5°F 36 .:!: 2°F 40 (.:!: 5°F 
10 .:!: 5°F 26 + 2°F 1~0 .:!: 5°F 
, 
./ 
~ 
, " 
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The procedure of installing a clean engine after every cold trap 
defrosting was followed during most of the program so that subsequent testing 
would be free of residue generated during previous tests. Three engines were 
used during the test program. 
Figures 91 and 92 note the order of engines tested, the dates, 
attitude, types of runs, etc., for the A-50 and MMH tests, respectively. All 
pulses were 12 ms in duration. Tests with OFF times of 100, 350, 600, 1000 
and 1500 milliseconds were conducted. The last pulse of every run was a pro-
grammed oxidizer lead; the other pulses were nominal fuel lead pulses. The 
last pulse oxidizer leads tested with each engine, each attitude, and each nut 
temperature are indicated in Figures 91 and 92. 
The testing with Aerozine-50 fuel was limited to vertical Up firing 
on two engines, both of which were fired only at a nut temperature of 50°F. 
Figure 91 summarizes the A-50 testing. As indicated by Figure 91, molybdenum 
combustor failure occurred on both engines after more than 300 pulses had been 
conducted. The SIN 0002 engine combustor failure occurred on a fuel lead pulse, 
while the siN 0049 engine combustor failure occurred on a 15 ms oxidizer lead 
pulse. During the conduct of the vertical Up testing with A-50, it was observed 
on the TV monitor that condensed combustion residue accumulated in the bell 
collector ring as testing progressed. Testing with A-50 as the fuel was dis-
continued when a joint NRlsn-TMC decision was made to abandon the objective . 
of demonstrating a safe engi?~ temperature co~dition with A-50 and to proceed 
wi th MMH fuel. 
Testing was accomplished in the Up, Horizontal and Down firing 
attitudes vTith MMH fuel. In the Up firing attitude, tests were conducted at 
nut temperatures ranging from 20° to 50°Fj while in the Horizontal attitude, 
the nut temperature range was 10° to 50°F. Tests were conducted only with a 
30°F nut temperature in the Down firing attitude. A summary of the MMH testing 
is given in Figure 92. 
Initially, tests with MMH were conducted in the Up firing attitude 
with nut temperatures of 50°F, 40°F, 30°F and 20°F vTithout combustor failure. 
Following tests in the Horizontal attitude where 30°F was determined as the 
minimum safe nut temperature, additional runs were conducted in the Up attitude 
with a 30°F nut temperature. A total of 1,041 pulses at numerous duty cycles 
were conducted in the Up attitude with a 30°F nut temperature. 
In the horizontal firing attitude, runs were conducted at 50°F, 
40°F, 30°F and 20°F nut temperature conditions without engine·damage. A combustor 
failed at 10°F, and it was decided that 20°F was probably marginal. Thus, 30°F 
'was decided to be the minimum safe temperature in the horizontal attitude. Addi-
tional pulses were repeated at 30°F, bringing the total at this condition to 615. 
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Only a 30°F nut temperature was 'tested in the Down firing attitude. 
No engine damage was incurred during these tests. No nut temperature other 
than 30°F, which was established as the minimum safe temperature in the Horizon-
tal firing, was tested due to the abundance of previous TMC ignition test data 
in the Down firing attitude. A total of 604 pulses were fired at this condition. 
Figure 92 indicates a variation in the numbers of pulses,number of 
runs, last pulse oxidizer lead, etc., were conducted at each nut temperature, 
and attitude. The number of 'pulses and variety of types of runs conducted at 
a 30°F nut temperature in all three attitudes is considered adequate to demon-
strate safe ignition at this temperature. No combustor failure occurred with 
a 20°F nut temperature, but fewer runs were conducted than at 30°F, thus, less 
confidence existed as to the safety of firing at this condition. 
During the conduct of the Up firing' tests with MMH, 'combustion 
residue was observed accumulating in the bell collector ring as the testing 
progressed. After the engines were removed fram the facility, samples of this 
residue were taken and analyzed. It was also observed that the inside of the 
combustors appeared clean shortly after engine removal from the test facility; 
but after several minutes exposure to ambient air, small liquid beads appeared 
on the combustor wall. These beads grew in size and number vTith time and were 
fairly evenly distributed. Samples, as well as photographs, were taken of this 
residue. 
Samples of combustion residue found in the engine combustor and 
bell collector ring were analyzed to determine their composition. AnalysiS 
, of the samples taken from both A-50 and MMH tests showed that hydrazine ions 
and nitrate ions existed in all samples with occasional determination of the 
presence of ammonium ions. The amount of residu~ found in the bell collector 
ring after tests with MMH was somewhat less than the residue found after A-50 
tests. The equipment used to analyze this residue w~s inadequate to further 
define the components; e.g., hydrazine nitrate, ammonium nitrate, etc. These 
compounds can only be speculated 'to exist. Also, the technique used to identifY 
the components 'present in this residue was qualitative only, and was unable to 
determine the amounts or quantity of each component present. 
Immediately after each engine's removal fram the faCility, a visual 
inspection of the inside of the molybdenum combustor showed little noticeable 
residue to be present. Small beads of liquid began appearing in great numbers 
on the wall after about 15 to 30 minutes exposure to ambient air. Photographs 
of these beads were taken, with Figure 93 being a representative example. It 
seems that a small layer of crystals remains on the combustor wall after engine 
firing. This crystal layer cannot be easily seen until it absorbs moisture 
and becomes a liquid, which happens when it is in contact with ambient air. 
'Samples of this residue proved to contain the same ions as the samples taken 
fran the bell collector ring. . 
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Laborator,y tests were also conducted to demonstrate that unreacted 
fuels, as well as some of the 'propellant reaction products, are explosive under 
certain conditions. Samples of hydrazine, A-50, MMH and crystals formed in 
the reaction between MMH and dilute nitric acid were heated slowly in confined 
metal tubes. In each case, the tube was burst with explosive violence when a 
sufficiently high temperature was reached. The crystals formed in the reaction 
between MMH and dilute nitric acid were believed to be the same as the residue 
found in the engines after firing with MMH. 
The following conclusions were reached from this program: 
1. An engine space temperature condition corresponding to a 30°F 
bell attach nut temperature is the minimum condition where the 
8M ReS engine can be safely ignited in all attitudes with MMH 
fuel and "green" NTO oxidizer. 
2. The minimum safe space temperature condition for the SM ReS 
engine with A-50 fuel is greater than that corresponding to 
a 50°F bell attach nut. 
Combustion residue is left in the engine when firing with both 
MMH and A-50 fuel. The residues left after firing with both 
fuels, as well as samples of the fuels themselves, explode when 
they are heated in a confined volume. 
TMC Report Al066 dated November 11, 1966 presents the detailed 
report on this Structural Proof Test Program. 
F.Lunar Module Design Verification Ignition Test 
.'/ 
After the Service Module Structural Proof Program, a ,Lunar Module 
Design Verification Engine Ignition Test Program was conducted. The purpose 
of this program was to determine the minimum engine flange temperature at which 
safe ignition would occur when the'Lunar Module (LM) ReS engines (same as used 
on Service Module) were fired vertically Up, Horizontal and;vertical Down 
attitude with helium saturated propellants, Aerozine-50 fuel and "green" nitro-
gen tetroxide oxidizer. This program was conducted in a manner quite similar 
to' the Service Module Structural Proof program, the same ~ngines were used in 
order to save costs. 
It was concluded that safe engine ignition did occur in this test 
program with saturated Aerozine-50 fuel regardless of attitude at a flange 
temperature of 80°F or greater. 
I 
TMC Report L1038 dated 23 November 1966 pres,ents the results of 
this program. 
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SM RCS Supplemental Qualification Test 
Arter the Structural Proof Test Program, the fuel for the SM RCS 
was changed fram Aerozine-50 to MMH because the ignition characteristics of 
MMH were better. Accordingly, a Supplemental Qualification Test program was 
conducted with MMH. The objective of the test was to qualify the Service Module 
Reaction Control Engine as an Apollo manned flight item when utilizing helium 
saturated monamethyIhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide, with a nitric oxide con-
tent of 0.4 to 0.8% by weight, as the propellants; and with an engine electrical 
command system that incorporates arc suppression circuitry designed to limit 
the amount of overvoltage induced when the engine is operated on direct (manual) 
coils. 
The test was conducted per Marquardt Test Plan (MTP) 0056. Testing 
started on October 8, 1966 and was completed on November 9, 1966 •. The. test 
sequences to which the three engines were subjected is presented in Figure 94. 
These were similar to the tests in the Qualification tests and a description 
of them can be ~ound in Section V-A. . 
Engines No. land 3 were used in the SM RCS Qualification program 
and Structural Adequacy Proof Test, respectively; and to reduce costs, were 
refurbished for use in the Supplemental Qualification program. This refurbish-
ment included new combustors, valve seats, valve armatures, valve springs and 
seals. Engine No. 2 was randomly selected and purchased from the common engine 
production line. Prior .to the 'Supplemental Qualification Test, each of the . 
three engines was required to'undergo and pass an Ambient Calibration Test with 
nonsaturated Aerozine-50 as the fuel and nonsaturated nitrogen tetrOxide as the 
oxidizer. Tabulated on Figure 95 are the starts and burn time accumulated by. 
the three engines during the test., 
Figures 96 through 99 show the steady state and pulse performance 
for the Number l engine. 
The three engines successfully completed the required tests, demon-
strating that the Apollo R-4D SM RCS engine will operate safely under the en-
vironmental conditions for which it was deSigned when utilizing helium saturated 
monomethylhydrazine as the fuel and helium saturated nitrogen tetroxide as the 
oxidizer. 
TMe Report Al068 dated 7 December 1966 presents the detailed results 
of the R-4D Supplemental Qualification Test. 
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Test 
Sequence 
, No. 
Test 
) 
.. 
-
1 Calibr~tion - Ambient (Non-
saturated propellants) 
2 Cal+bration - Hot (Nonsatu-
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
rated propellants) 
, 
Calibration - Cold (Nonsatu-
rated propellants) 
Calibration - Ambient , 
Mission Simulation (Cold) 
Part 1 
Mission Simulation (Cold) 
Part. 2 
\ . 
Mission Simulation (Cold) 
Part 3 ' Mii3'~1on\ Simulation (Cold) I 
Part 4: Ii 
Mission \Simulation (Ambient) 
/12 
Mission ~1mulation (Hot) " / 
Pulse Te.n1~erature Survey' I 
Direct CO~l Duty Cycle / 
13 
14 
15 
' \ Orbit Retrograde 
calibrntioh - Ambient (Non-
saturated;propellAnta) ; 
! i 
Electrical and Structural 
Intesrit~ / 
I 
I' 
, 
\ 
• I 
\ 
1 
I 
I 
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ENG~ 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
Note: 
R-4n SUPPLEMENTAL QUALIFICATION 
ENGINE BURN TJME AND VALVE CYCL;B TABLE 
AC'lUAL RELIABLE ACTUAL RELIABLE BURN BURN NO. OF NO. OF TJME TJME 
~(sec. ) (sec. )_ PULSES, PULSES 
492.367 282.95 8,225 4,575 
290.346 85.89 5,977 2,066 
1320.69 1112.04 13,175 8,031 
The reliable burn time and reliable number of pulses re-
fers to the total actual burn time less those burn sec-
onds and number of pulses accrued during the ambient 
calibration test with A-50, the first ambient calibra-
tion.test with MMH,and the final ambient· calibration 
test With l-1MH. This definition of reliable burn time 
and reliable number of pulses 8.ppliea to the Supplemen .. , / 
tal Qualification Program only by mutual agreement be- ,( ;' 
tween $iC and NAA/ S&1JJ.' ' . .' :.. •. 
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H. LM ECS Supplemental Qualification Test 
After the Lunar Module Design Verification Ignition Tes~ heaters 
were added to the RCS engines to hold the flange temperature at 120oP, since 
the test had shown that safe ignition will occur with saturated Aerozine-50 
regardless of engine attitude at a flange temperature of 80 0 p or greater. 
AccordinglY, a Supplemental Qualification test program was conducted with 
Aerozine-50 as the fuel and with the flange temperature controlled to 120o P. 
The objective of the.test was to qualify the Lunar Module Reaction Control 
I' Engine assemb~ as an Apollo manned flight item when uti~izing helium saturated 
Aerozine-50 'and nitrogen tetroxide, with nitric oxide coptent of 0.4 to 0.8% . 
by weight, as the propellants; with an engine electrical:command system that 
incorporates arc suppress;i.on circuitry designed to limit ':the amount bf over-
voLtage induced vhen the engine is operated on direct (manual) coils; and with 
flange temperature controlled to 120o P. 
The test was conducted per Marquardt Test Plan (MTP) 0059. Testing 
started on 23 N~Jember·1966 and was completed on 20 January 1967. The test 
sequences to which the two engines were subjected is presented in Figure 100. 
A descri'ption of' each tes~ is given below. 
\ 
Calibration Tests Appendix Aof MTP 0059 
\ 
Pour types of calibration test were conducted~ ambient, hot, and 
cold temperature condition tests, all with saturated propellants, and one 
ambient calibration test (Referee run) with nonsaturated propellants. In all, 
ten calibration tests were conducted, each engine being subjected to five cal-
ibration tests. These tests\were designed to serve as an index and monitor 
of engine performance at the 'above stated canditions~ Each test consisted of 
four 5-second steady state ·r~s and eleven pulse mod~ runs ,with burn times 
ranging from 0.023 to 0'.500 seconds. I ' 
Mif"i.on SimUl.atio~ (Cold) -' Appendix BI of' MTP 0059 . 
These tests were c'onducted in two parts J Part A consisted of sub-
jecting the engines to a serie<s of taped duty cycle~ which were generated by 
the Apollo Mission Simulator. \All Part A tests used automatic coils, and 
saturated propel1ants. Part B\pf the Mission Simulation Test (Cold) was de-
signed to demorlstrate safe engihe operation when commanded by the manual (direct) . 
. v~ve coils ... 1ul direct coil o~eration was cond7ted from a pre-programmed 
pulser. \ ' 
/ 
, All lUssion Simulatfon Tests were pre-qualification 
type tests. Two types of chrunber pressure instrumentation were used; flight 
type chamber pressure transducers, (TMC PiN 22$658) and flight type chamber 
pressure switch (nAEC LSC 310-651). Two engiqe attitudes were tested; horizontal 
and vertical up. i I 
, I 
! 
: ! 
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
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TEST 
SEQUENCE 
NO. 
REF 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
. 
'11 
.12 
SUPPLEMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST MATRIX 
TEST NAt1E 
REFEREE RUN 
CALIBRATION 
-
AMBIENT . 
CALIBRATION - HOT 
CALIBRATION - COLD 
MISSION SIMULATION - COLD 
MISSION SIMULATION - COLD 
MISSION SIMULATION - COLD 
. MISSION SIHULATION - COLD 
MISSION SIMULATION - COLD 
MISSION SIMULATION - COLD 
MISSION ABO~T 
CALIBRATION- AMBIENT 
, ELECTRICAL hUn STnUCTUM.L IN'l'ltGRITY 
, .. 
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Mission Abort Appendix C of MTP 0059 
This test, conducted on one engine, consisted of intermittent 
steady state runs with an accumulated engine firing time of 350 seconds followed 
by 150 pulses ~rom a pre-programmed pulser. 
Electrical - structural Integrity Test Appendix D of MTP 0059 
This test consisted of a series of electrical and mechanical bench 
tests designed to demonstrate the post burn electrical and structural integrity 
of-the engine. This was the final test to be conducted on each participating 
'<; engine. 
Ambient Referee Run (Non-Saturated Propellants) 
The Referee Run Test consisted of firing the engine in both steady 
state and pulse modes with firing durations ranging fran 0.013 seconds to 5.00 
seconds. The Re£eree Run was the first burn test to be conducted on each par-
ticipating engine. 
The two engines used during the test were randomly selected and 
purchased from the Common Engine production line. The starts and burn time as 
accumulated during the test are tabulated in Figure 101. 
Both engines successfully completed the required tests, demonstrating 
that the LM ReS engine will operate safely with flange temperatures controlled 
to 120°F when utilizing helium saturated Aerozine-50 as the fuel and helium sat-
urated nitrogen tetroxide as the oxidizer. 
TMC Report L-I04l presents the detailed results of the LM ReS 
Supplemental Qualification Test. 
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VI • CONCLUSION . 
In conclusion, The Marquardt Company R-4D rocket engine is an extremely 
reliable, versatile liquid bipropellant IOO-lb. thrust rocket engine. An early 
model was used as a mid-course and orbit adjust engine on the highly successful 
NASA Lunar Orbiter program and, in one instance, was used for orbit adjust after 
being in lunar orbit for 335 days. 
It has performed flawlessly in its intended modes of operation as reaction 
control ,engines on the Apollo Service Module and Lunar MOdule vehicles. In this 
capacity it performs the following functions: 
, 0 Provides CSM/S-IVB Separation 
o Provides docking attitudes in the LM and LM ejection maneuvers 
e Provides attitude control during mid-course corrections 
. e Provides thrust for rotisserie temperature conditioning roll for 
passive thermal control 
o 
., 
Maintains attitude during trans lunar coast and navigational 
sightings. 
Small mid-course corrections 
• Orients spacecraft for SPS burn during lunar orbit insertion 
o Orients and maintains spacecraft during lunar orbit. 
I 
i 
f) Orients and maintains attitude during any SPS burn and pr,?vides 
ullage for SPS tank 1;/ 
0 Provides attitude control and propulsion for CSM/LM undocking and 
separation maneuvers /' 
' Provides attitude control for LM decent and 0 lunar 1anding 
I 
! 
• Provides attitude control for LM ascent 
o Provides attitude control and thrust during LM orbit adjustments 
for CSH rendezvous. 
o Provides attitude control and thrust during CSM-LM rendezvous 
o Provides for LM jettison during CSM-LM separation maneuver. 
• Orients and maintains attitude control during SPS burn and provides ull,age for SPS, tanks during trans-earth injection 
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•... / Provides attitude control and AV translation and maintains roll 
for passive thermal control during the return to earth. 
Provides attitude control and thermal for CM and SM separation. 
A total of 758 R-4D engines have been fabricated, acceptance tested and 
delivered to North American Rockwell Corporation for use on the Apollo Service 
Module .and to Grumman Aerospace Corporation for use on the Apollo Lunar MOdule. 
In addition, several R-4D's have been delivered to NASA/MSC for use in ground. 
testing. Eleven of the earlier models were delivered to The Boeing Company for 
use on Lunar Orbiter. 
The engine is completely qualified and operates an helium saturated propel-
lants: Aerozine-50 (MIL-P-27402) and MMH (MIL-P-27404) fuel and both "brown" 
(MIL-P-2653A) and "green" (MSC-PPD-2A) oxidizer. 
The engine has also been pre-qualified (Design Verification Tests) with a 
'Columbium chamber replacing the molybdenum chamber. 
The engine historical test firing summary for both molybdenum and columbium 
chambers is presented below: 
MOLYBDENUM 
Total Engines Tested 
Individual Engine and Combustor 
1. Maximum no. of engine 
ignitions by a single eng. 
2. Maximum accumulated burn 
time by a single engine 
3. Maximum accumulated burn 
time using a single comb. 
4. Maximum continuous burn 
time by a single engine 
COLUMBIUM 
Total Engines 
ENGINE 
~MODEL 
R-4D 
Performance 
R-4D 
(T-12285) 
R-4D 
R-4D 
R-4D 
(T-1232l) 
R-4D 
RA'l'ED NO. OF 
THRUST ENGINES 
!lbM4ESTED 
100 ~12 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 32 
1-168 
TOTAL 
NO. OF ACCUHULATED 
IGNITIONS FIRING TIME 
: 
774,693 1.99 days 
103,548 
5.41 hours 
8.85 hours 
2.0 hours 
29,744 7.08 hours 
I 
..... -... 
----~~-----.----~-
.~'.~,~~~~V~AN~N~UY~S'~C~Al~"~O'~N~IA~ ______________________ -_''' __________________ ~A~-~10~8~0~_ 
Individual Engine and Combustor 
1. Maximum No. of ignition by 
a single engine 
2. Maximum accumulated firing 
time by a ~ingle eng'ine 
3. 
4. _ 
Maximum accumulated firing 
time using a single 
combust~~ i 
Maximum continuous firing 
time by a.: single engine ;, 
I 
RATED NO. OF 
ENGINE THRUST ENGINES NO. OF 
MODEL pb~~ TESTED IGNITIONS 
Performance 
R-4D 100 7,051 
(228686-501, SIN 004) 
R-4D 100 50 
(T-11606-001) 
i R-4D 100 
\ 
26 
(T-11606) 
R-4D 100 
The Model R-4D space firing ~urnmary as of July 24, 1969 is as follows: 
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I 
TOTAL 
ACCUMULATED 
FIRING TIME 
2.14 hours 
2.32 hours 
1.95 hours' 
1.00 hours 
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V709S-I.B 
SPACECRAFT 
IDENTIFICATION 
L. O. I 
L.O.II 
L. O. III 
L.O •. IV 
.L.O.V 
TOTAL TIME 
HISTORY FOR 
LUNAR ORBITERS 
MISSION 
MODEL R-4D SPACE FIRING SUMMARY 
JULY 24, 1969 
LUNAR ORBITER PROGRAM (FIVE FLIGHTS) 
TOTAL ENGINE TOTAL SPACECRAFT ENGINE TIME 
STARTS BURN TIME TIME IN SPACE IN SPACE (ENGINE DAYS) 
5 12.2 MIN. 80 DAYS 80 DAYS 
7 12.5 MIN. 338 DAYS 338 DAYS 
7 12.5 MIN. 243 DAYS 243 DAYS 
4 11.9 MIN. 176 DAYS 176 DAYS 
6 12.5 MIN. 180 DAYS 160 DAYS 
29 1.0:' HOURS 2.79 YEARS 2.79 YEARS 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM (TEN FLIGHTS) 
SPACECRAFT 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
SPACECRAFT ENGINE TIME 
ENGINE IN SPACE 
IDE'!'TIFICA TION IDENTIFICA TION BURN TIME 
TIME 
STARTS IN SPACE' (ENGINE OA YSI 
APOLLO (AS201) SC 009 1,818 4.1 MIN. 0.5 HRS. 0.3 DAYS 
APOLLO (AS 202) SC 011 7,040 8.0 MIN. 1.5 HRS. 1.0 DAYS 
APOLLO 4 SC 017 15,749 9.3 MIN. 8.5 HRS. 5.7 DAYS 
APOLLO 5 LM 1 8,540 36.5 MIN. 8.0 HRS. 5.3 DAYS 
APOLLO 6 SC 020 19,472 17.5 MIN. 9.6 HRS. 6.4 DAYS 
APOLLO 7 SC 101 61,000 41.5 MIN. 10.8 DAYS 172.B DAYS 
APOLLO 8 SC 103 46,240 27.3 MIN. 6.0 DAYS 96.0 DAYS 
APOLLO 9 {SC 104 41,100 25.8 MIN. 10.0 DAYS 160.0 DAYS LM 3 25,230 17.4 MIN. 4.2 DAYS· 67.2 DAY$ 
APOLLO 10 {SC 106 44,700 28.1 MIN. B.O DAYS 12B.0 DAYS LM 4 34,650 23.9 MIN. 4,5 DAYS· 72.0 DAYS 
APOLLO 11 {SC 107 50,900 27.8 MIN. 8.0 DAYS 128.0 DAYS LM 5 16,950 12.1 MIN. 5.5 DAYS 88.0 DAYS 
TOTAL TIME HISTORY 373,389 4.65 HOURS 58.2 DAYS 2.5l:VEARS FOR APOLLO R.C.S. ENGINES ! ; 
, 
TOTAL SPACE FIRING TIME HISTORY FOR R·4D ENGINES 
USED ON APOLLO AND LUNAR ORBITER SPACECRAFT 
ENGINE STARTS TOTAL SPACECRAFT ENGINE TIME BURN TIME TIME IN SPACE IN SPACE 
373,416 , 5.66 HOURS 2.94 YEA'RS 5.34 YEARS 
NO.OF 
ENGINES 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
5 
NO. OF 
ENGINES 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
208 
NO. OF 
ENGINES 
213 
,.. TIME PERIOD FROM EARTH LAUNCH TO FINAL JETTISON OF LM ASCE,,!T STAGE FROM COMMAND SERVICE MODUl.E, 
1-170 
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